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Abstract

In England during the nineteenth century, single females were becoming

more polit¡cally aware and were endeavouring valiantly to find acceptance

within a society that was dismissive of women- The roles women were assigned

as well as the roles they assumed were culturally defìned, and women's choices

were limited by constraints imposed by male dominated modes of thought. Any

independence women managed to achieve was hard won, and, invariably, was

restrictive. L¡terature presents an opportunity to view history through a variety of

lenses, and female writers have long accessed this vehicle to raise awareness

of the barriers women face while striving for autonomy. For the single woman

living in the nineteenth century, this struggle was hampered not only by their

gender, but also by their marital status and, frequently, by their precarious

economic circumstances.

Representat¡ons of unmarried women in fiction are as diverse as their

individual c¡rcumstance, and Jane Austen uses her novels to provide a window

into the lives of several, differently situated, single women. This thesis will

examine the lives of these women as they are portrayed in Austen's works and

will compare the various ways in which they respond to each other. lt w¡ll also

explore how their individual personalit¡es and behaviours affect how the women

are perceived by other characters in their respective novels, as well as the ways

in which societal expectations impact the¡r achieving self-determination.
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lntroduction

Family and kinship relationships have |ong been accepted as the

foundation of a social construct that determines acceptable traditions and

conventions. These relationships are often intricate, culture-bound, and defined

bysocietaldictatesthatareinvariablybasedongenderedexpectat¡onsand

class delineations. ln her book, Befween wortds, Leonore Davidoff supports

suchanaxiom,statingthatinWesternculture'theconceptoffamilyisoften:

culled from ideas about religion, nationality, ethnicity,

social class, welfare and health provisions, division of

property, notions of social honour, of 'the person' and all

these framed by perceptions of gender' (206)

lf one works on the assumption that Davidoffls premise is conect, the

complexityoffamilialrelationsbecomesatthesametimeintriguingand

inev¡table.

The individual roles within the family structure are almost always

dependent upon and directed by the needs of the particular family and the class

to which that family belongs. For women, single or married, whether'daughters,

mothers [or] wives,,, family is, inherenily, ..the warp and weft of their daily life'

(Doolitfle 131 ). lt is clear that, regardless of their class, or external to their

assigned role within the framework of any family unit, women were "clearly

central to the family's survival" (Davidoff and Hall 31). ln literary culture as well

as in sociological studies of the nineteenth century, it was understood that in a
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home in which the wife and mother is deceased, an unattached female family

member often became the unchallenged "house mistress' whose "special task

was the creation o'Í order in her household" (Davidoff 52), and as such was

granted certain rights inherent in the marital/spousal s¡tuat¡on. This role

bestowed upon the woman, regardless of her age but dependent upon an

elevated social status, varying degrees of freedom. Davidoff et al. contend that

women who are single either by choice or by circumstance, could be perceived

as [...] figure[s] of power and influence' (222), which ¡s a theory that appears to

be particularly evidenced in Jane Austen's Emma and Persuasion'

lnmostofherworks,Austenhastakengreatcaretoincludewomenwho

might be perceived as independent thinkers and who certainly appear free to

exercise an unusual degree of authority ¡n the¡r worlds. Austen',s portrayal of

these female characters would also seem to validate feminist critic cora

Kaplan's claim that it is from literary discourse that reâders learn "about the

intersection of class and gende/' (870) within family relationships and in the

soc¡ety those fam¡lies are located. lndeed, Kaplan's assertion is supported by

the literature produced in the eighteenth and nineteenth century that illustrated

class stratification as a reality of English life during that period, and the work of

Jane Austen proves to be no exception'

ln her novels, Jane Austen examines the complicated roles of women's

lives, the bonds that are forged (and broken), the overt (and covert) power

dynamics at play, and the anxieties that ensue from the machinations of the

characters involved in various and varied relationships. she also explores the
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culturaldeterminantsthat¡mpactandinfluencethoserelationships.lnmostof

her works, Austen includes at least one single, seemingly strong, female

character who is not actively seeking romance, and though their personal

situationsareuniqueanddifferfromnoveltonovel,theseunmarriedheroines

andmajorcharactersareasintegraltotheplotastheyaretothefamilieswith

whomtheyareconnected'ltwouldseemthatAusten'sincludingthemisher

way of highlighting the unthinkable notion that not every woman is determined

to seek out, nor is she waiting for the obligatory (good looking' financially

sound, socially acceptable) husband to materialize

Thereis,perhaps,acommonlyheldperceptionthatinspiteofindividual

circumstance, daughters who seem unmarriageable, and other unmarried

femalerelatives,occupiedprecariousanddisadvantagedpositionsinihefam¡ly

as well as in society, standing like Miss Bates (Emma) "in the very worst

predicament in the world" (17)- Although there are certainly women who do

conform to this expectation in her novels, Austen attempts to dispel this myth by

creatingsomesinglefemalecharacterswhoarenotrepresentativeofthe

"malevolentpaleshadow[s]"(Davidoffetal'222\acceptedasthenormbya

hegemonic, male ideology. Primarily, these women are able to act

independentlyandareperceivedd¡fferentlybecausetheyareprivilegedbytheir

classandbytheirstatusintheirrespectivecommunitiesBut,thequestionof

whichfemalesareperceivedasstrongminded,independentindividualsisnot

limited to a discussion of the young, unmarried women in Jane Austen,s novels.

Some of the ,older, single females as well as some of the widows ¡n hef books
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can also be counted among those who e¡ther find themselves in, or who

deliberately create, a situation which allows them not only to act independently'

but also to exert control over their own lives as well as the lives of others- The

infamous Mrs. Norris of Mansfield Park is one such woman'

Perhapsthementionofwidowswhend¡scussingtheroleofthesingle

woman needs some clarification. ln her book Women A/one, Bridget Hill

contends that because widows are "outside the control of husbands 'thei/

condition...[was]oftenclose,,tothatofthesingle,never-married,youngfemale

in society (2). Hill further argues that "behind their apparent independence' from

male domination inscribed by the bonds and bounds oi a marital relationship,

these women "had restricted opportunities" (2)' Single women, whether

spinsters or widows, are invariably part of a family's composition, and the

pos¡t¡ons of females in either category (if the categorizing of women is indeed

necessary) was most often predicated upon social and economic dependence-

one might, thefefore, assume that this dependence would serve io strip them of

anytypeofautonomyorauthorityeitherintheirfamilies,theirkinshipunitsor

thesocietywithinwhichtheylived,butascanbewitnessedinAusten's

Mansfteld Park, Emma, ot Persuasion, this is not always the case'

Although the widowed characters are of importance to the plot

development in some of Austen's works, of part¡cular interest is the fact thai a

number of the younger, unmarried women are living without a biological mother.

lnterestingly, for many of these young \Momen, Austen integrates the presence

of a surrogate mother (sometimes more than one) into their lives. ln Jane
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Ausfen's Nove/s: Sociat Change and Ljterary Form, Julia Prewitt Brown

suggests that "surrogate parents are necessary because natural parents are

dead (Lady Russell takes Lady Elliot's place) or, more frequently, deficienf'

(10). The latter is undeniably true of Lady Bertram whose idleness has a

..devastatingeffectonherdaughters',(Brown167-68).lnadd¡tion,asJane

Nardin states, the plot of many of Austen's novels necessitates the inclusìon of

asubstituteorsurrogatemotherbecause..itsdemandssimplycannotbe

satisfiedbytheprovisionofasinglefamilyforeachcharacte/,(86).And'

sometimes, it is these motherless females who take it upon themselves to step

into a surrogate parent role with other young women -.related or not - in the¡r

acquaintance.Fascinatingly,althoughtherearefewmotherlessmalesin

Austen's novels, she does not seem to be concerned about their possible need

for a surrogate mother!

Butldigress.Theyoungfemales,whoarewithouttheirmothers'seem

moreapt(andare,perhaps,moreable)toexertpoweroverthosearoundthem.

ln On Lrêg Secrefs, and Silence Adrienne Rich argues that living in a

motherless family allows women to escape being condemned to "a role of

powerlessnessandsubservienceinthesocialordei'(77).lfthistheoryis

adopted, one must assume that the early death of a mother is the criterion

necessary for a woman to experience freedom, power, and ult¡mate control over

her life. Drawing on the characters in Austen's works, one could point to Emma

Woodhouse (Emna), Mary Crawford (Mansfield Park), and Anne or Elizabeth

Elliot (Persuaslor) to support (at least to some degree) the theory that Adrienne
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Rich proposes. But, one has to wonder, what of young women such as Eleanor

Tilney (Nofth a nger A bbey)?

The lack of a mother (or even a mother figure) in Eleano/s l¡fe does not

automatically grant her freedom, or aæess, to the kind of power held by some

of Austen's other motherless women. ln fact, Eleanor has far less freedom than

her friend, Catherine Morland who not only has a living mother, but also a

female guardian. Two male family members tightly govem Eleanor Tilney's life.

Her brother Henry, a man of "pleasing countenance [and] a very intelligent and

Iively eye" (1 1), steps in and, with reasonable adequacy, fulfils the duties of the

female parent. Among other things, he advises Eleanor.in her "choice of gown"

(14) and he takes control of her education in all matters. Her autocratic father

controls the remainder of her life, dictating where she should be, when she

should be there, and with whom she should associate. She has no power, and

she definiiely has no control over her life. ln Eleanor, Austen has created a

character who epitomizes the weak, male domìnated, clichéd, fem¡nine figure

(albeit one from a monied family) that she is simultaneously attempting to fight

against with her portrayal of women. Eleanor Tilney's circumscribed life,

therefore, could be used to counter Rich's argument, although it does provide a

useful contrast to the stronger, more autonomous female characters one

unexpectedly d¡scovers in Jane Austen's novels.

Furthermore, though it is not the focus of this thesis, ii must be

mentioned that there are a few young women who, though their mothers are still

alive, also appear strong and able to take control of situations. The practical
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Elinor Dashwood (sense and sensibility) moves gently into the role of comforter

and advisor to her younger sister, Marianne. Such a move is noteworthy as

moments of sibling ¡ntimacy and support are relaiively rare in Austen's novels.

Elinois capability is witnessed when she assumes the parent role and takes

charge of her family's forced move from the family estate, Norland Park, to

Barton cottage. Her dismay and disappointment in the¡r new surroundings may

not be as dramatically orchestrated as Marianne's, but it is no less real. Her

determination to make the best of the family's situation, her realistic approach to

the solution to their circumstances, and her "wisdom' (22) - Julia Prewitt Brown

refers to it as her "analytical intelligence" (61) - are nof acknowledged. Like

Anne Elliot (Persuasion), but for different reasons, Elinor puts the concems and

the needs of others before her own - evidence of her matur¡ty as well as her

strength of character.

To a lesser degree, one could perceive Elizabeth Bennel (Pride and

Prejudice) as possessing a liveliness of mind akin to that of Emma Woodhouse;

she also has a penchant to act on the inciinations of a strong will. Elizabeth'

considered by some as "the most forward Austen heroine" (Claussen 3)' has a

sharp wit, and she uses it frequently to show her superiority. This second

daughter of the Bennets (her fatheis favourite) does not seem to feel the same

kind of obligations to either her family or to others that we witness in Elinor

Dashwood. Elizabeth does not appear to have much respect for, nor is she

easily guided by her mother. However, Mrs. Bennet's influence is reflected in

Elizabeth's social interactions and in the life she leads. Mrs' Bennet's sole
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ambition is not only to have her daughters marry soon but also to marry well,

and, it appears, this has become their ambition too. ln Mrs. Bennet's mind'

women had no other choice if they wished to be accepted by society as well as

to ensure their econom¡c futures- As it is presented, Mrs' Bennet's attitude

supports the cultural expectation of that time: marriage conferred on women an

undefined ,'moral status" (Brown 78) they would otherwise be denied. Needless

to say, and perhaps of greater importance to Mrs. Bennet, it would reflect well

on the parents if their daughters did make a 'good match'.

some critics think that because Jane Austen's novels concentrate on the

domestic lives of her female characters, she does littlé to challenge the literary

or soc¡etal status quo. But that is not necessarily the case. The extent and the

possible success of such a challenge by Austen are perhaps the areas that

should be researched and debated. certainly Austen writes about the social

worlds inhabited by her characters, but this does not negate the possibility that

some of her works do seem to pose a challenge to the cultural and literary

norms of her time. lt is in these novels that Austen presents an alternative to

the restrictive roles that society placed on women. ln Jane Austen's Nove/s;

Sociat Change and Literary Form, Julia Prewitt Brown suggests that'family is

the abiding reality of Austen's world" (9), and it is the relationships between

family members and their communities which shape and impact, as well as limit,

the lives of all her characters. However, as Julia Prewitt Brown suggesis,

"[Austen's] novels are not about restriction" (156); they are more about "how
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women f¡nd ways to develop and assert their womanhood despite the

restrictions placed upon them" (156).

Jane Austen appears to pay deliberate and meticulous attention to

portraying some of her single, female characters as women with free-spirits:

women who seem to have an inordinate amount of freedom which allows them

the opportunity either to fight against the tide of cultural expectations or,

conversely, to use their independence to find alternate (and sometimes

creative) ways to fulfil those role expectations. of all Austen's novels, there are

three that come read¡ly to mind when entering a discourse involving the lives of

strong, single women who are not actively pursuing a maniage partner for the

majority of the narrative .llisin Mansfield Park, Persuasion, and Emma lhal

Austen best portrays the women who have interests which are not restricted to

the pursuit of happiness by way of snaring a worthy marriage partner'

ln Mansfietd Park, the reader meets the widowed Mrs Norris, an older

woman who shows no incl¡nation to remarry. Her now-single state, combined

with her married s¡ster's aptitude for sloth, affords her unlimited opportunity to

act with more than a modicum of autonomy, and to carve herself a comfortable

niche in a society which could easily have rejected her. Emma presents a

different scenario. The protagonist, twenty-one year old Emma woodhouse, is

not the convent¡onal, not-yet-married heroine one expects to find in an Austen

novel. The never-married, high-spirited Emma adamantly denies the possibility

that she will ever marry; she goes as far as publicly to profess her distaste for

the institution of marriage citing the negative effects she fears it might have on
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her life. And, fìnally, there's ihe anogant Elizabeth Elliot and her sister' the

passive Anne Elliot in Persuasion ' Both had'once been thwarted in love and'

althoughElizabethwouldstillliketofindahusband,neithersisterispresented

in the novel as a woman who could be considered - by herself or by society -

as young enough to contemplate marriage as an opt¡on in her life'

Thesefourunattachedwomenarefromvaryingagegroups;eachis

situated differently in society, and each has a unique personality' There are'

however, some similarities to the way they play out the roles their characters

assume in their respective novels, and it is the ways in which each one of them

approaches those roles which provides insight as well ãs entertainment'

Because of their differences, their similarities, and the complexity of each one's

personality, they provide an intriguing look into cultural aspects as well as

literary expectations of the era. I shall focus on these four women when

examining the ways Jane Austen portrays the un-married female' and I will

explore how Austen uses them in her writing either to conform to' or as a means

of subverting, the ways in which women are treated, perceived or positioned in

literature and in society. ln this thesis, therefore, the discussion will concentrate

on, but not be limited to' the characters of Mrs. Norris, Emma Woodhouse'

ElizabethandAnneElliot,andtherolestheyplayintheirrespectivenovels'

There will, of course, be mention made of other characters in each of the

novels, but only in relation to the ways in which they too support or challenge

literary or societal expectations. I will devote one chapter each to Mansfreld
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park, Emma. and Persuaslon, with ihe chronology of the chaPters in the thesis

following the chronology of the novels' publication dates'
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GhaPter 1

"RelativelY SPeaking'

AlthoughMansfieldParkmaynotbeanobviouschoiceforinclusionin

any discourse involving motherless children, surrogate mothers, substitute

parents or companion roles, it actually proves to be one of the most intriguing.

Granted, one does not discover the plethora of unattached females grac¡ng the

pagesofMansfietdParklhatareencounteredinPersuasion.Norarethe

children of the novel's most prominent family motherless as they are in Emma

as well as in Persuasion. one might assume, therefore, that they would not be

in need of advice, guidance or counsel; there should be no need of a surrogate

mother or a father substitute in their lives. So, one might wonder, why is

Mansfíeld Parkeven being discussed. while Mansfe Id Parkis, ultimately, a

fairytale romance, it is also the novel ¡n which Jane Austen uses a widow Mrs.

Norris, in an apparent attempt to expose the limitations of any type of

meaningful social role for older, unmarried women.

lnMansfietdParkthereader¡sofferedaglimpseintoaworldofsocial

anxieties, marriage, human frailties, and a microscopic look into the lives of four

children whose mother and father are both living. lt is the parents' presence in

the family combined with the dereliction of their parental responsibilities that

affords Jane Austen the opportunity to introduce the wonderfully en¡gmatic

character of Mrs. tlonis to the reader, and to establish her firmly as a willing

and active surrogate parent for the children of sir Thomas and Lady Bertram.

Primarily, Mrs. Norris is instrumental in propelling Mansfield Park inio this
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discussion, a feat accomplished in much the same way as she manages to

push herself to the forefront of the novel, as well as into the midst of the

Bertram familY.

Throughoutthenovel,thereaderisgiventheimpressionthatAustenis

offering a ,,broad, socially informed exploration of the daily lives and values of

women within the family and the communit/ (Showalter 282), and in so doing

she is, Elaine Showalter states, "pushing the boundaries" (282) of acceptable

forms of christian and feminine expression. Austen's writing does appear to

exposethefragil¡tyoftheinstitutionof,thefamily,anditshowshoweasilythat

structure can disintegrate. she certainly seems to have irvritten a novel that

shows patemal authority being skilfully undermined Mrs' Norris appears to

wieldinordinateandseeminglyunlimitedpowerwithintheBertramfamily.lt¡s

this apparently invincible authority that prompts Aileen Douglas to support

ShowaltelsargumentbysuggestingthatitisinMansfieldParkthatAusten

demonstrates a "discreet usurpation of [.-.] domestic ideology''('t) and allows

,,the female development to 'come into viev/" (2). On a first reading of the novel,

there might be a tendency to agree with showalter and with Douglas, but this

would mean that not only have readers overlooked the implications of Mansfield

Parlcs conclusion but they have also overestimated Mrs- Norris's autonomy.

lnJaneAusten:TheSixNoye/s,W'A.CraiksuggeststhatMrs.Norrisis

an ,,excellent creation" (102) whose widowhood removes her from the position

of marriage seeker (a sport in which she failed to excel the first time around!),

but whose role within the family unit, nonetheless, has some parallels to those
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of the younger, more maniageable, motherless offspr¡ng found in Emma and i¡

Persuasion. Mrs. Nonis is, in truth, one of Jane Austen's most notorious and, ¡t

could be said, one of her most interesting 'oldet, female characters and is,

undoubtedly, the character in Mansfield Park "with the greatest nominal

authority'' (Craik 102). She is a woman whose role both in the context of the

cultural history of the era, and in the context of the novel, bears close scrutiny.

She is relentless in her determination to make a place for herself in a world in

which, as a childless and relatively impoverished widow, she has no clear,

social role. lt is, then, with alacrity that she seizes the opportunity to step into

the role of proxy parent to the children of one of her younger sisters.

Consequently, Mrs. Norris's widowhood works to her advantage. ln effect,

rather than forcing her out, or moving her closer to the margins of acceptable

society as happens with Mrs. Smith in Persuasion, being a widow has resulted

in a rise (albeit a temporary rise) in circumstance as well as social status for the

cunning Mrs. Norris.

Although Mrs. Norris is neither the heroine nor the protagonist in

Mansfield Park, Austen presents her to the reader in the novel's first paragraph.

As the oldest of the three Ward sisters, she would be expected not only to

marry first, but also to marry someone whose economic situation would greatly

enhance the lives of her younger sisiers. Such a match would elevate them all

in the eyes of a society in which status was determined by class affiliation. Carol

Ames supports this assertion, stating that, "ln Jane Austen's world, marriage

functions as the magic tap of the sword, conferring nobility and income" (492).
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Unfortunately, not only did Miss Ward's marriage take place after that of a

younger sister who had:

the good luck to captivate Sir Thomas Bertram, of

Mansfield Park...and to be thereby raised to the rank of a

baronet's lady, with all the comforts and consequences of

an handsome house and large income- (1)

but she was unable to wed a man who would place her in a position to help her

sisters. ln an effort to fulfil the socially prescribed role of a young woman at that

time, she eventually finds herself "obliged to be attached to the Rev. Mr. Nonis,

a friend of her brother-inìav/' (1 ).

The irony in Mansfretd Park is evident in the unromantic vocabulary

Austen uses from the beginning of the novel. Her deliberate inclusion of the

word "obliged" indicates an awareness of the necessity for women to make

good, economically sound, marital matches, and the word "attached" in the

same sentence perhaps impl¡es the desirability of obscuring these mercenary

motives. The language Austen chose to use in Mansfield Park ¡s transactional

rather than romant¡c and as such provides a commentary on the fact that

marriage was a practical business arrangement' an equitable exchange of

,commodities" rather than a romantic venture. unfortunately for his wife, the

Rev. Mr. Norris was not endowed with a "private foriune" (1) and it is this fact

that dictates the type of life the couple must lead. lt also has bearing on some of

the less savoury behaviours that Mrs. Norris exhibits ihroughout the novel. The

couple's annual income, "less than a thousand a yeai' (1), with which they
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"began their career of conjugal felicity'' (1) places them in a social position that

is discernibly inferior to that of Sir Thomas and Lady Bertram' This is

problematic for Mrs. Nonis as she covets her s¡stels and her brother-in-law's

social status, and she yearns for the regard in which those occupying such a

position are held.

All the language that describes the Norris' union is of note, as it

highlights the economic motivation behind the marriage act. The word "careed

implies that their getting married is indeed meant to be a mutually beneficial

business merger rather than a love match; an act of duty rather than of desire'

As individuals, it certainly seems that from the start of their marriage both Mr.

and Mrs. Norris are dependant upon, and beholden to each other- her desire

for societal acceptance is fulfilled once she is married, and the Rev' Mr. Norris'

position in the community is better established with his having taken his patron's

sister-in-law for a wife. However, like most women of the era, Mrs. Norris'

acceptance by society remained contingent upon her being associated with,

and being "attached" to the male figure in her life. Again, Austen's use of the

word "attached" is of import as it implies a woman was seldom viewed as an

independent person, but most often as an appendage to the male in her life.

As a couple, the Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Norris are also beholden to Sir

Thomas Bertram (the principle investor and major stakeholder in this somewhat

dubious partnership) who generously provides them "with an income ¡n the

living of Mansfield' (1). lnevitably, as a stakeholder, Sir Thomas' actions, and

his decisions - either familial or business - were made only after considering the
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return on his investment(s)- His ultimate determination rested not solely upon a

"general wish of doing right' (2), but more importantly upon that which he

cons¡dered to be advantageous to him. The Rev. Mr. Norris is a'friend" (1) of

sir Thomas, and while Mrs. Norris' being manied to a person in a respectable

profession does indeed cloak her in the protective mantle of acceptability, her

husband's career simultaneously places her outside the realm of total

acceptance on the invisible ladder of social stratification. Mrs. Norris had

,'married on a narrower income than she had been used to look forward to" (6),

and as Lenore Davidoff (drawing on Max Weber's Class, Status' and Partv)

explains, the lines that delineated class divisions "rested on judgements of

worth, partly material and partly moral" (253). Although Mrs' Norris' marriage

"gives her an illusion of independence" (Ames 493), it actually renders her

economically dependent not only on her husband, but also on her brother-in-

Iaw, Sir Thomas Bertram, who has provided the living for the Rev' Mr' Norris'

This familial dependence is further exacerbated following the death of

her husband when Mrs. Norris becomes a self-professed "poor, helpless, forlofn

widov/' (24) whose health has "gone in attending and nursing [her husband]"

(25). Her circumstances also force a move out of the parsonage as her

residence was previously, and entirely, contingent upon her husband's life and

his occupation. Mrs. Norris subsequently moves inio a "small house of Sir

Thomas,s in the village" (19), a choice she makes with considered deliberation,

and it is here that she vows to "struggle through [her] sorrows and difficulties"

(25). Certainly Mrs. Norris' financial situation was affected by the death of her
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husband but, as She receives an income of ,.six hundred a yea/ (25)' has a

home "only just large enough to receive herself and her servants' and allow a

spare room for a friend" (24)' she is not quite the impoverished' "poor desolate

widov/'(25)sheclaims.HadsheinfactbeenrendereddestituteashadMrs.

Smith(Persuaslon),hersituationwouldnothavebeenconsideredunusualat

thatt¡me;norwouldtheeconomicsupportandassistanceMrs.Norriscontinued

to receive from Sir Thomas after her husband's demise As Davidoff and Hall

explain,becausethe..marriagetiesboundtogethernotonlythecouplebuttheir

siblings and siblings' children" (Davidoff and Hall 356), it was expected that the

Bertrams' as the ,,more prosperous or educated relatives,, would automatically

,,give kin a helping hand" (356). Therefore, sir Thomas'fulfilling his obligation to

his sister-inlaw, not only allows Mrs' Norris to cont¡nue being accepted as a

member of the Bertram family, but also gives her the appearance of having

power despite her apparent social and financial disadvantages'

Unlike either Lady Russell (Persuasion) or Mrs' Smith (Persuaslon), Mrs.

Norris is related by marriage to the family with which she is associated. Another

and perhaps more significant dissimilarity is that, in spite of the fact that both sir

Thomas and Lady Bertram are alive, Mrs. Norris assumes the role of surrogate

mother as well as that of a substitute father to their children. lt is, sadly, the two

Bertram daughters, Maria and Julia, whose lives are most greatly impacted by

Mrs. Norris,s presence in theìr lives. she takes control of the girls' social and

academic education, a feat she accomplishes with very little fanfare and no

obv¡ous controversy- lt would seem that this swift, and apparently complete'
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appropriation of the parental roles is facilitated by Sir Thomas' distractedness

as well as by Lady Bertram's disinterest in almost everything in her life. Mrs.

Norris moves into the parental role without dispute or query primarily because

she is related to the Bertrams, and she is able to capitalize on the fact that both

parents abrogate their parental duties.

ln Jane Austen: A Study of Fictional Conventions, Henrietta Ten Harmsel

suggests that Mrs. Norris should be viewed as a "comedic figure" (98), an

exegesis which might prove difficult for the majority of readers to accept,

whether it is considered in the context of a character assessment, or as a

literary interpretation. From the opening pages of Mansfreld Park, Mrs. Norris'

actions are self-serving and manipulative; her behaviours are sometimes far

from comedic. lnarguably, she more aptly 'fits'the somewhat harsher

description offered by Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar. These feminist

theor¡sts describe Mrs. Norris as the "most obnoxious character in the booK'

(170) and rather harshly categorize her as another one of Jane Austen's

"embittered, manipulative, pushy female[s] who cannot allow other people to

live their own lives" (17O), a description which could also, in part, be applied to

Emma Woodhouse (Emma).

Certainly, the air of superiority Mrs. Norris affects with those around her

is, to some extent, reminiscent of the attitude of Emma Woodhouse who also

seizes every opportunity to exert control over those around her; bui there are

also some fairly major dissimilarities. Aside from their ages and the fact that

Emma has never been married, the most obvious difference between the
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situations of both women is that Emma's immediate family bonds determine her

place ¡n society. She has an economic advantage over Mrs. Nonis and

although she remains unmaried, Emma's position ¡n the community ¡s relat¡vely

secure wh¡le her father is still alive. Emma's attitude toward marriage

notwithstanding, her age does allow a more realistic opportunity for an

advantageous marriage to occur- This is not so for Mrs- Norris. Because she is

a woman who has not declared any desire to participate in the "practical

exigencies of remarríage" (Davidoff 215), her "economic survival as well as

social [...] identity depended on defining a place within the family'' (Davidoff and

Hall 356). Her acceptance by society, however tenuous; remains therefore,

predicated solely upon the largesse of her broiher-inlaw and his maintaining

his societal status.

Being recognised and inclt¡ded as a member of the well-respected

Bertram family adds to Mrs. Norris's inflated sense of s-elf-importance, and the

indispensable role in which she has cast herself within that family structure

gives meaning to her life. As well, because she has "a personality strong

enough to influence so right-thinking a man as Sir Thomas" (Craik 101), she is

afforded a unique opportunity that permits her to act in loco parent¡s while Sir

Thomas is away from home, and as his partner (though she is never his

companion) when he returns to Mansfield Park. When he is in residence, it is

with Mrs. Norris and not with Lady Bertram that Sir Thomas most often confers

on issues that relate to his children. lt is with Mrs. Nôrr¡s that Sir Thomas

debates the possible advantages and the potential for real or perceived
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disadvantages of inviting Fanny Price into his family home. lt is Mrs. Norris' deft

verbal artifice that overcomes Sir Thomas' hesitancy, as she offers

reassurances and finally persuades him to agree to bring Fanny to Mansfield

Park. Mrs. Noris, who had "no children of [her] own" (4), deliberately misleads

Sir Thomas, flattering and cajoling hìm into believing Fanny's residence to be

temporary, and intimating her own intention eventually to take sole care of

Fanny. Until that time, Fanny becomes the recipient of Sir Thomas' "real and

consistent patronage" (6). The episode provides one of the many wonderful

examples that demonstrate what Gilbert and Gubar so aptly describe as Mrs.

Norris' ability to use "submission as a strategy to get her own way: acquiescing

to the power in authority, she manages to talk her brother-in-law into [...] her

schemes" (170)- lt is a beautifully crafted illustration of Mrs. Norris' power to

manipulate a situation to her advantage. lt is this ability that consistently assists

her in convincing others of her altruistic aspirations while in reality she is active

only "in the service of self-interest" (Ames 494).

Fanny's arrival at Mansfield heralds a shift in the momentum of the novel.

Mrs. Norris' urging for Fanny's inclusion in the household at Mansfield Park has

little to do with any sincere concern or a genuine appreciation of family

affiliations. As with most of her actions, her advocating on Fanny's behalf is a

manifest reflection not only of Mrs. Norris' need to control situations, but ii is

also a way for her to ensure her own place within the framework of the Bert¡'am

family. Mrs. Norris' intervention on Fanny's behalf is of note. lt appears to show

the woman in an unusually generous light; however, it is a generosity without
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foundation as she has neither any desire nor any ¡ntent¡on of living up to the

implicit understanding of her future role in Fanny's life. Her insistence to send

for Fanny has little io do with Mrs. Norris having a kind heart or a generous

spirit. What it does establish in Mrs. Nonis's mind, and what it does emphasize

for the reader, is the fact that it is Fanny and not she who is the poor relation,

the person who has no real role within the family; it is Fanny and not she who is

completely dependent upon the beneficence of the Bertram family.

Once Fanny is living at Mansfield, Mrs. Norris shows no kindness toward

her even though the two do share a "crucial circumstance. Both are poor

relations to Sir Thomas Bertram" (Ames 491), and even though Mrs. Noris

might disagree, they are both dependent on the SirThomas' benevolence. Both

aunt and niece must 'make themselves indispensable' in order to "insure their

continued livelihood" (Ames 491). This commonality fails to create any type of

bond or closeness between the two, and although both females have been

metaphorically "grafted" onto the Bertram family tree (Palmer 2), Mrs. Norris

mercilessly uses Fanny as a personal servant rather than treating her as

another young relative. Mrs. Norris repeatedly attempts to exclude Fanny from

any activity in which she could possibly be considered an equal (or even an

unequal) member of the immediate family. The fact that Fanny's own mother is

not able to be near her daughter is of l¡ttle consequence to Mrs. Norris, and any

maternal instincts that may have come to the fore and that may have been

shown toward Maria and Julia Bertram, are far from evident in Mrs. Norris'

dealings with her younger niece. She treats Fanny Price with absolute disdain;
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she rid¡cules her and encourages the Bertram daughters to do the same, which

further distances Mrs. Norris from Fanny, thus achieving her goal. She has

exercised her power, her dominion, over Fanny, pushing the young girl to the

edges of the family, and she has done so withoui one word of reprimand or

caution from Lady Bertram. Given Sir Thomas' earl¡er anxieties regarding

Fanny's place within his family, Lady Bertram's silence and Mrs. Norris' hateful

behaviour are not surprising; both women are aware of their dependence on Sir

Thomas, and neither is willing to jeopardize her position or her security for the

sake of their young niece.

When Fanny is younger, Mrs. Norris' attitude and her behaviour toward

Fanny goes unchecked by almost everyone including Sir Thomas. That Mrs.

Norris does not take charge of Fanny after the death of the Rev. Mr. Norris, is

one of the few family matters dealt w¡lh between Mrs. Norris and Lady Bertram:

It is also one of the rare moments when Lady Bertram ís aroused from apathy

and responds with a modicum of passion by making an uncharacteristically

astute observation about another person. Also, the astonishingly cutting remark

Lady Bertram makes in response to her sistels piteous monologue about the

reasons she is unable (and unwilling) to take Fanny into her home (26), is one

of the very few times when Lady Bertram's vo¡ce is heard. ln addition, it is Lady

Bertram and not Mrs. Norris who explains to Sir Thomas the misunderstanding

that has occurred regarding Fanny's future. Further, it seems that Lady Bertram

comes to her sisteds defence in the matter, insisting that Sir Thomas had

"mistaken his sister-in-lau/s views" (26). Disturbingly, in spite of the insight she
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has into her sister's less honourable personality traits, and while she quite

obviously understands her sister's devious ways and questionable motives,

Lady Bertram remains quiescent. The dereliction of her maternal responsibilities

is of no concem to this mother; she does not express anxiety at the situation

and she knowingly tolerates Mrs. Norris' taking a more ac{ive role in the lives of

her children. This unspoken blessing is morally troubling, but it is a useful

literary technique that clearly anticipates the disasters that await the Bertram

daughters.

As with several of the relationships in many of Austen's novels there ¡s a

symbiosis between two of the characters. The relationship between these two

Ward sisters is no exception. Lady Bertram is not what contemporary society

would call a 'hands-on' mother, but it must be noted that such involvement was

never expected of her. Mrs. Norris, therefore, fills that role for her sister just as

Lady Bertram's marriage allows for Mrs. Norris to have a reasonably secure

existence. Rather than sustaining a nurturing environment for positive sibling

support, their mutual dependence does not reflect well on either

woman.However, it does allow Austen to develop a plot in which she is able to

effectively show a var¡ety of ways in which good may be seen to triumph over

evil, and also to show the extreme (and occasionally immoral) Iengths to which

an unattached woman might feel she must go in order to find security.

Lady Bertram is a woman whose exceptionally lazy persona and

unconcerned demeanour determine that she is happy to be "guided in

everyth¡ng important by SirThomas and in smaller concems by her siste/' (17).
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Unlike Mrs. Norris, Lady Bertram is a woman of leisure who spends 'her days in

sitting nicely dressed on a sofa, doing some long piece of needlework, of little

use and no beauty, thinking more of her pug than her children" (16 - 17).

According to Martha Bowden, Lady Bertram is the true "representative of the

enervating qualities of her household" (1). Bowden also contends that

"indolence and inactivity'' are the woman's "two outstanding qualities" (1). This

painfully obvious assessmenl is one that few readers, critics, or literary theorists

could contest with any success. Lady Bertram's role in the family is portrayed as

an exaggerated version of femininity that serves to encourage the exploitive

nature of Mrs. Norris' actions

As a mother Lady Bertram is found waniing on multiple levels; she is, we

are informed, "very indulgent' (18) of her children, yet "has not time" (16) to pay

"the smallest attent¡on" (16) to their educat¡on or to any of their other activities.

She was also "too indolent even to accept a mother's gratification in witnessing

[her daughteis] success and enjoyment at the expense of any personal trouble'

(30). ln fact, Edmund, the younger of the two Bertram sons, declares to his

cousin Fanny, 'Mrs. Norris is much better fitted than my mother for having the

charge of you" (23). This rather startling statement provides an indisputable and

scathing indictment of Lady Bertram's parenting that ignores the deficit in Mrs.

Norris's ¡ntegr¡ty. However, it is also a reasonably accurate and insightful

assessment if Edmund were basing his conclusion on a comparison beiween

his motheis profound inertia with his aunt's enthusiasm and energy.

lnterestingly, toward the end of the novel, the nanator offers a description that
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highlights the differences between all three of the Ward sisters. Citing the work

ethic of one sister (or lack thereof) and the abysmal management skills of the

other, Austen ironically acknowledges that Mrs. Norris would indeed have been

a more capable and a more "respectable mothe/' (355) than either Lady

Bertram or Mrs. Price.

Whatever reasons Lady Beriram had for absenting herself from her

moiherly obligations, the disingenuous Mrs. Norris is able to take full advantage

of the situation and slithers unhampered into the centre of her sister's family.

She assumes both familial and parental responsibilities, and, ultimately, she

becomes more than just a "surrogate parent" (Nard¡n 84) as she is

acknowledged as an integral part of the household. She has not only achieved

her goal but also found an honourable (if the word 'honourable' could ever be

applied to anything fr/lrs- Norris does!) way to insinuate herself more deeply and

more indispensably into the Bertram family.

Lady Bertram's abdicating her mothering duties, making the "charge" of

her children over to the calculating Mrs. Norris who:

desired nothing better than a post of such honourable

representation, and thoroughly relished the means it

afforded her of mixing in society without having horses to

hire (30)

could be interpreted as Lady Bertram's desire to fulfil her part of the marriage

'bargain'by maintaining the ¡deal of femininity as prescribed by the culture at

that time. Lady Bertram's position as Sir Thomas' wife demanded only that she
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play "no part ¡n his business and occup[y] herself completely with home and

children" (Davidoff and Hall 341). Her failure to fulfil these obligations with

respect to her children does not seem to be an issue, as her husband does not

hold her accountable for abandoning her maternal duties. Not only does she fail

to recognize her own deficiencies in her relationship with her children (if indeed

any kind of relationship exists), she remains seemingly oblivious to the fact that

her absentee style of mothering is, in great part, to blame for the unfortunaie

plight of her daughters.

lf one were in a generous mood, one might assume Lady Bertram's

motivation (motivation?) to be prompted by a desire to put her children's welfare

first and delegate the mother-role to the ch¡ldren's aunt who seems better able

to fulfil the practicalities and the responsibilities normally assigned to the female

parent. Or, perhaps, Austen is offer¡ng an example of a circumstance where "in

a few wealthy families, poor relatives [... ] might perform some of these

[maternal] duties' (Davidoff and Hall 342). This expectation admirably

accommodates Austen's purpose and, even more conveniently, suits Mrs.

Norris's plan to define an acceptable role for herself within soc¡ety.

Sir Thomas is 'not without sin' when ¡t comes to the parenting of his

children. His frequent absence from home (however necessary) allows Mrs.

Norris an obstacle-free entrée into the Bertram family fold. He does little to

monitor the type of guidance they are receiving from his sister-ìnlaw- The faci

that his wife (had she been so inclined) could have managed the task with

relative ease is of no relevance- lt serves his purpose to bel¡eve Mrs- Norris will
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have the best interests of his chirdren at heart; it rereases him from any

responsibility toward his offspring, and it exonerates him from any attempt to

discover why his wife is negligent in her maternal role.

Even so, Sir Thomas is, we are informed, a man of "principle as well as

pride" (2) and although we are further assured that he is a 'trury anxious fathe/

(16), his "duty in Parriament" (17) and his business dearings in Antigua appear

to take priority and necessitate his frequenfly beíng away from his family.

Notably, he is absent for a great many of the nove|s chapters, further securing

Mrs. Norris' uncharrenged position in the Bertram famiry ford. sir Thomas,

absence, like his wife's apathy, is beneficiar to Mrs. Noris as weil to armost afl

members of the Bertram househord. No one makes demands of them, and no

one is held accountable for their actions while sir Thomas is away. lt suits their

self-absorbed way of rife, but ¡t does litfle to enhance or nurture the morar

development of the characters who reside at Mansfield park.

Mrs. Norris' other sister rives in portsmouth and it is Fanny's mother,

Frances Price, who was in far greater need of assistance with her many

children than was Lady Bertram. The ratte¡- courd have weil afforded to hire

more help had she felt the need. Mrs. price did not have that luxury. Fanny

ward's ill-advised marriage to a "Lieutenant of the Marines,,(2) had earrier

placed her in a disadvantaged physicar and financiar situation. rt is, though,

questionable whether Mrs. Norris wourd have even been made wercome in

Portsmouth had she ever attempted to make any move in that direction, upon

in¡tially learn¡ng of her sisteis "untoward choice" (2) of maniage partner, Mrs.

L
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Norris took it upon herself to write "a long and angry letter to Fanny' (2) in which

she took great pains to "point out the folly of her conduct, and to threaten her

with all its possible ill consequences" (2). Such an act does not fit with the

¡mage of the selfless, caring sister ihat is the self-representation Mrs. Norris

would prefer other characters in the novel to accept blindly. lt does, though,

wonderfully emphasize not only Mrs. Nonis' hypocrisy and her self-serving

manipulation, but also her exploitation of family'duty'' Had Mrs' Norris left

Mansfield for Portsmouth, she would have left behind not only a secure and

comfortable living environment, but also the soc¡al status she so unabashedly

craved. unfortunately, (or maybe fortunately for Mr. and Mrs. Price and their

children?) it is a sacrifÌce she is unwilling to make. clearly, her familial ties to

the tiiled Bertrams are of significantly greater value to Mrs. Norris of the "warm

heart" (5) fame.

Consequently, it is only the Bertram children's welfare and upbringing

that is so negatively influenced by the widowed aunt. she has the freedom and

the authority to make decisions for them, decisions that are often unwise and, at

times, morally reprehensible. Although Mrs. Norris',s methods and her motives

may be questionable, Gilbert and Gubar grudgingly concede that her actions as

they specifically relate to her Bertram nieces, are prompted "in part out of

genu¡ne affect¡on and loyalty''(17'l). Unfortunately, Mrs. Norris seems capable

of demonstrating loyalty and affection only by showering Julia and Maria

Bertram with prodigious praise rather than offering guidance and affeclion that

is tempered with disciPline.
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One might also add (perhaps a l¡ttle cynically) that this affection and

loyalty allows for Mrs. Norris to bask in the reflected glory of her nieces'

positions as well as of their achievements. Her actions are not, therefore, the

truly sincere, acts of unconditional love that Gilbert and Gubar suggest lf

indeed this were the case, Mrs. Norris' affection would undoubtedly efend to

her other niece, Fanny Price. But this does not happen' There is no room for

any misinterpretation of Mrs. Norris', feelings for Fanny Price. Austen makes it

patently clear that the aunt'had no affection for Fanny, and no wish of

procuring her pleasure at any time" (71). lnarguably, Mrs' Norris's substitute

parenting potential and aspirations begin and end with those bearing the

Eertram family name. Her motivation to 'mothei is not extended to anyone who

is unable to benefit the widow in any way.

Sir Thomas' apparent nescience of his sister-in-lav/s lack of judgement

leads to his underestimating the influence she exerts over his children

throughout most of the narrative. Deceived by Mrs. Norris's tendency to say

what he wants to hear and lulled by her oratory, Sir Thomas believes her

avowal that her "sole desire is to be of use to [his] family'' (26). HÌs not

questioning Mrs. Norris's motives or sincerity serves sir Thomas well: it allows

him the freedom to remove himself from familial and domestic concerns and,

unconditionally, g¡ves Mrs. Norris licence io replace him as "head of the

household" (Poovey 495).

The unqualified trust placed in the childless Mrs. f\orris by her brother-in-

law is misguided and, at times, is abused' This speaks not oniy to Sir Thomas's
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lack of judgement, but also to his discomfort as a father - a failing he is unable

to recognize or admit until near the novel's close (421). Not unexpectedly' Lady

Bertram never acknowledges her s¡lent complic¡ty in facilitating Mrs. Norris',

being able to successfully usurp the positions of the Bertram parents. She is

not contrite, and neither does she appear to regret the less fortunate

consequences of the actions some of her children have undertaken- Even

when this influence culminates in Maria's disastrous maniage, her swift divorce,

or Julia's elopement, Lady Bertram fails to express regret. The only t¡me the

reader is aware that she has feelings for any of her children is a letter she writes

to Fanny in which she expresses concern for her son, Tom, stating that she is

"quite grieved" and "very much frightened" (389) for him- Thus, Lady Bertram's

letter writing might be seen as ihe only tool of redemption that Austen allows

her.

Though it might offend the femin¡st reader ìn contemporary society, it has

to be stated that, given the mores and social conventions of the era in which

Mansfietd Parkwas written, sir Thomas's parental negligence might be seen to

be more understandable than that of his wife. lt was certainly a literary

necessity for Austen's plot in this novel. His redemption is seen only after he

becomes "conscious of errors in his own conduct as a parent" (420-21). He

finally realizes that during his children's formative years:

principle, active principle, had been wanting, that they had

never been properly taught to govern their inclinations and

tempers, by that sense of duty which alone can suffice.
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They had been instructed theoretically in their religion, but

never required to bring it into daily practice' (422)

By rendering sir Thomas' perspective, one associated with the public rather

than the domestic sphere, one associated with logic and reason, Austen seems

to be implying that the existing, ruling order needs to come under closer

scrutiny. The dangers inhefent in allowing it to continue should not, and indeed,

must not be ignored. ln some ways having these thoughts spoken aloud was a

transgressive as well as a progressive act' But' would it have been less

effective if a woman had voiced them? Probably. who would have listened to

the voice of a person who has no real role and who, depending upon their

economic status, could easily be discounted by society?

As Sir Thomas eventually comes to see Mrs. Norris as an "hourly evil"

(422), he realizes that the lasting effects of her influence on the Bertram family

will never fully allow his escape from the "anguish arising from the conviction of

his own errors in the education of his daughters" (422). During this episode, the

reader is privy to his personal thoughts, his slow and painful evolving

comprehension of the error he made in underestimating the woman he willingly

permitted to play a major part in his children's lives. He finally takes control of

the situation as his regard of Mrs. Norris had:

been sinking from the day of his return from Antigua; in

every transaciion together from that period, in their daily

intercourse, in business, or in chat, she had been regularly

losing ground in his esteem, and convincing him that
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either t¡me had done her much disservice, or that he had

considerably over-rated her sense, and wonderfully borne

with her manners before. (424)

unfortunately, his admission and his awafeness come at the cost of Maria's

reputation as well as her happ¡ness.

Mrs. Norris had enthusiastically encouraged Maria's marr¡age to Mr'

Rushworth, and her admission that the "maich had been her own contriving'

(408) is not made with the ¡ntent¡on of declar¡ng any remorse for her

participation. lt is more an admission used only to emphaslze the degree of

suffering Mrs. Norris has to undergo having been the "most attached to Maria'

(408). Sir Thomas, although he admits his culpability in approving his

daughter,s actions by virtue of his own inaction (421), does nothing to atone for

this omission and no¡- does he move to try and resolve the s¡tuat¡on. Following

fiÍaria's divorce, neither Sir Thomas nor Lady Bertram make any attempt to

reach out to their daughter. with a son going into the ministry, and sir Thomas'

soliloquy bemoaning the absence of a practical application of christian ethics,

one assumes that the Bertrams are christian people. lf this is indeed so, one

has to wonder why forgiveness of their daughter was not mentioned as a viable

option for them. Austen gives lip service to christianity, but simultaneously

exposes the hypocrisy that abounds within its dogma. Again, this exposition

reflects the way in which lMrs. Norris has acted throughout the text. Her

supposedly generous disposition, her eleemosynary superficiality, belie her

ruthless manipulation of people, provide the shield behlnd which she hides the
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true destructive and hypocritical nature of her personality. lt is a sad

commentary that Mrs. Norris felt she had no recourse but to act in such an

unconscionable manner in order to feel accepted by society and to find the

security she needed.

When Maria is finally exiled by her father, ii is Mrs. Norris and not the

young woman's mother who is supportive or comforting, but there is nothing in

the novel to indicate that Mrs. Norris has experienced any type of epiphany that

might result in a dramatic and sudden personality change. She appears io be

subdued, but that does not mean she was in any way pen¡tent. The motive

behind her accompanying Maria is, more than probably, well within the

parameters of what the reader has corne to expect from the woman: she is no

longer welcome at Mansfield and so she finds an alternate way to ensure the

security of her own future. Her being in "another country-rernote and private"

(424\ wlll continue to guarantee her reputat¡on (as precarious as it may be)

remains intact. Clever Mrs. Norris. Jane Austen has clearly shown thal her

options as a single woman and as a widow were limited at best; and her

economic future continues to remain contingent upon someone else. She has

no true autonomy; she has no real power. And so, to the very end, lVlrs. Nor¡-is's

future is culturally determined; to have any kind of security in her latter years,

she is forced into a position with no alternative but faithfully to fulfil the

obligations of her self-appointed role as surrogate mother to the chíld of another

woman.
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And so, it is Mrs. Norris, who accompanies Maria after her banishment

from Mansfield. Unlike the rest of the Bertram family, Mrs. Norris does not

abandon Maria. Gilbert and Gubar point to this single gesture as proof of Mrs.

Norris' affection for her charges as well as an innate, deep-seated sense of

loyalty. Rather than seeing the two women's leaving together as a just and joint

consequence of their individual actions, Gilbert and Guba/s thesis implies that

Mrs. Norris' self-chosen expulsion, her walking off into the sunset with Maria

Bertram, provides evidence enough for complete absolution of past

contemptible behaviours to be dispensed. lt is difficult, ¡f not ¡mpossible, for any

reader to agree seriously with a conclusion such as the one Gilbert and Gubar

propose; it would be s¡mplistic to think that this one act could brush aside all the

years of her mistreatment of fellow humans and the many incidents of verbal

deception. Given the personalities of these two women, their being in exile

together could be construed as punishment enoughl Clever Jane Austen'
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Chapter 2

"Rebel Wth a Cause"

Although ¡t does not have the same generous number of unattached

females represented in Persuas¡on, and nor does a widowed aunt take charge

of the family offspring, it is in Ernrna that Jane Austen's wit and her mastery of

ironic language allow her to gift her readers with one of her thoroughly

enjoyable heroines. ln Emma Austen provides a window into society, into the

social world of a whole neighbourhood and, more specifically, into the life of a

lively young woman named Emma Woodhouse. Emma is, perhaps, Austen's

most engaging herolne, a young woman who has a child-like zest for life and

whose character has "magnetic appeal" (Brown 1M) for all audiences. One of

the best descriptions of Emma Woodhouse can be found in a review of the

novel that was written by Sir Walter Scott in which he aptly and succinctly

captures the essence of both Emma's character and her life- She is, states

Scott, a young woman who lives and acts:

like a good sovereign, prefening the weal of her subjects

of Highbury to her own private interest, sets generously

about making matches for her friends without thinking of

matrimony on her own account. (66)

Emma is the second daughter in herfamily, but unlike Anne Elliot

(Persuasion), she is fortunate to have been blessed wiih an 'affectionate,

indulgent fathei' (3) whom 'she dearly loved" (5). Additionally, Emma had "in

consequence of her sisteis marriage', been "m¡stress of [her fatheds] house
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from a very early period" (3). This role not onlyfulfilled a societal expectation,

but also afforded Austen the opportunity to present Emma as a young, single

woman who did not 'fit' the stereotype of a heroine biding her time until her

prince charming anives on the scene. Neither Emma norAnne Elliot is marr¡ed

at the beg¡nning of their respective novels, and although it appears that Emma

is the more independent (and more vocal) young woman, her circumstances are

more restrictive and, in fact, tend to afford her less autonomy and definitely less

geographical freedom than Anne Elliot.

Emma, the reader is informed, is a "handsome, clever, and rich" (3)

young woman, but one who, admittedly, has had "very little to vex or distress

her,' (3). But in her own inimitable way, Emma is well meaning, and the reader is

not witness to the blatant mean-spiritedness that Mrs. Norris directs toward

Fanny Price, or that Elizabeth Elliot (Persuaslon) exhibits toward her family. ln

addition, Emma succeeds in the family 'matriarch' role in ways in which

Elizabeth Elliot (Persuasion) fails so badly. Emma takes seriously the duties

associated with running her fatheis house, she embraces her sistefs family,

and she is diligent in her role as care-giver to the 'valetudinarian" (5) Mr.

Woodhouse. Combined with her involvement in Highbury life, these roles

appear to place her in a powerful pos¡tion, one from which she is apparently

able to pursue her own interests with very little interference. However, while she

may be seen to be acting independently and attempting to maintain control of

her own destiny, her freedom and autonomy are severely restricted by the

deceptively benign behaviour of her father.
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Undeniably, there is genuine affection between Emma and her father,

but there is also an unhealthy symbiosis to this father-daughter relationship that

simultaneously entangles and accommodates the life they lead. Emma willingly

"functions as [Mr. Woodhouse's] parent' (Anderson 2) in their relationsh¡p, and

because she loves her father, she acts as his partner, his hostess, she excuses

his eccentricities, and she fails to realize the multiple ways in which her father's

idiosyncratic behaviours entfap and control her- she never confronts him, nor

does she do anything to disturb her fathe/s well-being (an oxymoronic phrase

given his character and personalityl), for fear of "destroying him [.'.] and losing

her status" (Paris 81 ). Emma and her father "were of first consequence" (5) in

Highbury and "all looked up to them" (5), so it ¡s not surprising that Emma has

lived her life with'the power of having rather too much of her own way'' and of

thinking ,,a l¡ttle too well of herself' (4). Emma tends to lean heavily on the status

of the Woodhouse family in their immediate community and measures everyone

on her own scale of refinement. Like her father, she is "contemptuous of those

who fall below her own standards" (Paris 81) and she is dismissive of anyone

who does not meet with her approval.

Emma is a reasonably intelligent young woman, but following the

maniage and subsequent departure of her "friend", Miss Taylor (5), she has

nowhere to channel her intellectual energies and "was now in great danger of

suffering from intellectual solitude" (5). Emma had been able to count on Miss

Taylor's companionship and valued having an intelligent, well-informed, useful,

gentle" (4) friend with whom she was able to 'speak every thought as it arose'
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(4). Emma's father 'was no compan¡on for her [and] could not meet her in

conversation, rational or playful" (5), and so she assumes the parent role, taking

it upon herself to guide "him with her superior understanding and emotional

strength" (Anderson 2). Mr. Woodhouse, in cunningly childlike fashion, "looks

to her for leadership and comfort" (Anderson 2), and although he is ironically

described as "a nervous man, easily depressed" (5), Emma's father is not the

ineffectual, "fanciful" (B) man he makes himself out to be. He is more than

capable of exploitation and continually exerts his authority over Emma in quite

an insidious fashion, using his foibles and his hypochondriacal tendencies to

"command" (16) his world from the comfort of his home: Mr. Woodhouse's ill

health, either real or imagined, is cause for concern to everyone, which not only

he¡ghtens his power over people but also renders acceptable his tyrannical

behaviour. He is adept at manipulating Emma through a "combination of

dependency and praise" (Paris 81), and, consequently, he is guilty of subtle but

highly effective subjugation of his younger daughter. Emma seems ignorant of,

or blind (perhaps inured?) to the methods her father employs to keep her

shackled to him, and appears to act as though she has no constra¡nts on her

life. That having been said, it must be stated that Emma follows her fatheds

example and is not averse to her own forms of controll¡ng and manipulative

behaviour. She had a good teacher and she learned well.

ln addition to parent¡ng as well as partner¡ng her father, Emma's lifestyle

is "bound up in the relat¡onal aspects of class" such as conducting "social

rounds" and participating in "philanthropic activities and dispensing charity''
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(Davidoff 252). Emma willingly involves herself in the lives of the villagers of

Highbury, but, while she is indeed following the cultural demands of the time,

ihe culturally correct reasons are not her motivation. She relishes her position in

the community, and in spite of Emma's perceived self-assuredness, her 'playing

a role' ¡n Highbury garners her the attention she craves. The knowledge she

gains by interjecting herself into the lives of others, the gossip io which she is

privy, the attention she receives in return for her favours, all combine to reflect

her insecurity and, ultimately, fulfill her own unspoken need for affirmation. This

supposition is supported by Bernard Paris who argues that Emma's surrounding

herself with persons of inferior social as well as intellectual standing not only

nurtures her arrogant manner but must also 'be seen as, in part at least, an

expression of her need for reassurance" (77). There is, however, one person of

a lower 'rank' whom Emma seems to have held in relatively high regard: her

former governess, Miss Taylor.

The now married Mrs. Weston is the woman who "held the nominal off¡ce

of govemess" (3) at Hartfield for sixteen years. lt is Miss Taylor who stepped

into the role of a surrogate mother to Emma and her sister when they were

young. lt is Miss Taylor who had shown Emma "kindness" and who:

taught and [...] played with her from five years old - [...]

had devoted all her powers to attach and amuse her in

health - and nursed her through the various illnesses of

childhood. (4)
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As Emma's relationship with the woman eventually evolved into a friendship,

Miss Taylor's marriage leaves a void in Emma's life. She mourns the 'loss' of

her friend in a way that resembles the grief one would experience at the loss of

a parent- Though it may seem to be an overly dramatic response to the

marriage of someone considered a friend, the depth of Emma's gr¡ef ¡s

understandable given that Miss Taylor "had fallen little short of a mother in

affection" (3). But Emma was never easily influenced or guided by this

surrogate mother, and although she "highly esteem[ed] Miss Taylois

judgement, [she was] directed chiefly by her own' (3). ln a reversal of the

parenVchild role, Emma takes credit for play¡ng matchmaker and, ultimately, for

Miss Taylois marriage (shades of Mrs. Norris with Maria?). There is an

implicatÍon ¡n th¡s act that Emma's status allows her to direci the lives of anyone

subordinate to her regardless of the nature of their relat¡onship. ln manoeuvring

the plot in this fashion, Jane Austen re-instates and underscores the hierarchal

structure of class relations, which, in this particular instance, take precedent

over those of gender.

Emma's ego prompts her presumptively to take over the mentoring and

guidance of "Harriet Smith who was the natural daughter of somebody'' (19), a

young woman with "a sweet, docile, grateful disposition" (22) and who,

ironically, des¡res only "to be guided by any one she looked up to" (22). Enter

Emma. Her seemingly benevolent act of taking the hapless Harr¡et under her

wing becomes little more than an amusing pastime. Her apparent need to

'mothei other women sat¡sfies Emma's desire for power, and it allows her to
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move away from the limited opportunities for control that being with her father

provides. However, her assuming a mothering role for anyone does not

automatically make her a 'good' parent; to Emma, parenting seems to mean the

same as controlling. Consequently, Emma's mothering style could easily be

interpreted as an abuse of her presumed power- Her'mothering' of, and

potentially match-making for, Harriet is an activity that Emma irresponsibly and

condescendingly thinks will be "an interesiing, and certainly a very kind

undertaking; highly becoming her own situation in life, her leisure, and powers"

(20). ln her article "Self-Deception and Superiority Complex: Derangement of

Hierarchy in Jane Austen's Emma", Shinobu Minma rightly suggests that

"Emma's match-making project is motivated by circumstances and inclinations

that have noth¡ng to do with Harriet" (5'l). lt is prompted, Minma argues, by "the

absence of iniellectual stimulus after Miss Taylois marriage, a desire to display

her own cleverness, a love of managing and arranging, and so on" (51). lf this

assessment of Emma's motives is accepted (and it would be hard to argue

against Minma), one must feel compassion not only for Harriet but also for

Emma, a young woman who obviously feels the need to go to great lengths to

prove her worth and to display her superiority.

The childless Emma, considering "herself superior to her [...] protégée"

(Anderson 4), almost greedily assumes the role of surrogate mother to Harriet

who, when visiting Hartfield for the first time, is "artlessly impressed by the

appearance of everythlng in so superior a style to what she had been used to"

(20). Harriet is 'chosen' (perhaps the biblical/messianic implication of the word
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is particularly appropriate in this instance?) as an adopted child might be

'chosen', primarily because she shows Emma "so proper and becoming

deference, seeming so pleasantly grateful for being admitted to Hartfield" (20).

Emma's need for, and her suscept¡bility to flattery is similar to that of Elizabeth

Elliot, but unlike Elizabeth, Emma's intellectual acumen allows her to remain in

control of most situations in which this insincere form of adulation occurs-

However, because of the social inequity in mosi of Emma's relationships, very

few prove truly satisfying for her. The relationship with Harriet Smith is no

exception.

It would be naïve to think that Emma might wish to offer guidance quietly

and unobtrusively to Harriet; Emma wants nothing better than to direct and

exert influence over all aspects of the young woman's life. Emma unashamedly

plans to "form [Harriet's] opinions and her manners" and generally "¡mprove hef'

(20). She justifìes her behaviour by "gloss[ing] over her unwarranted control of

others by subtle manipulation of motives" (Minma 51) which results in her being

able to "give sanction to any cruelty or injustice" (Minma 51) she inflicts. Emma

is rarely deliberately hurtful, but neither is she filled with 'the milk of human

kindness', nor is she endowed with a particularly open mind. Emma is not the

"passive nurturing vessel" of motherhood (Davidoff et al. 137) her sister appears

to be. Emma's parenting siyle more closely mirrors the example set for her by

her father. Consequently, Emma is less than helpful to Harriet, and their

relationship (for it cannot be called a friendship) is far from healthy; it is yet

anoiher example of a power-based relationship that serves to highlight the way
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in which one's social standing can influence attitudes and behaviour. Emma is

not always respected, but she ¡s treated with the deference her status in the

community demands. Unfortunately, this is not always a positive thing as it fails

to provide her with insight into the destructiveness of her behaviour. ln addition,

it does little to temper her anogance or create an awareness of the limitations of

her knowledge. lt does, though, clearly illustrate just one of the multiple ways in

which Emma avoids engaging in relationships that may "pose a threat to [her]

prominent position" (Minma 54).

Harriet is cowed by, as well as awed by Emma's superiority and, at

t¡mes, she is confounded by her verbal dexterity. Emma is, therefore, able to

steer Harriet in any direction that best suits the interests of Emma Woodhouse

rather than those of Harriet Smith. Emma seems able to 'mother' only by

reducing Harriet's persona to that of a small child, thus rendering her incapable

of making her own decisions. lndeed, Harriet is described as a "humble, grateful

little girl" (21), who Emma decides is in need of protection and supervision.

Subsequently, and without discussion with Harriet or any other person, Emma

proceeds to assume the parental role in Harriet's life. Unfortunately, but

effectively, Emma manages to control Harriet Smith's life by employing the

same parenting methods Mr. Woodhouse uses with his daughter: covert

dominaiion.

lnterestingly, one of the main reasons Emma inviies Harriet into her life is

to play the role of matchmaker. Unlike her father, Emma expends a great deal

of energy promoting the institution of marriage for young women other than
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herself. Mr. Woodhouse condemns marriage as "the or¡gin of change" (5), and

the "silly things that break up one's family'' (11). His pleas for Emma to cease

her match-making efforts fall on deaf ears and Emma proceeds to direct young

Harriet away from a possible marriage with Mr. Robert Martin, a "young farmed'

(25) whose occupation and lack of social status cause Emma to determlne that

he is unsuitable, and presumptuously pushing her toward Mr. Elion. Having

arrogantly taken credit for successfully bringing Mr. Weston and Miss Taylor

together, Emma calculatingly embarks on a mission to "look about for a wife for

[Mr. Elton]" (11). Harriet Smiih is the woman Emma has decided would be the

ideal mate for this "young man living alone without liking it" (17). Emma's

seemingly insatiable desire to "forg[e] wedlock-fetters for others' (Scott 66) ís

fascinating given her own strong and decidedly didactic views on the subject. lt

does, however, speak to Austen's ironic acknowledgment of the soc¡etal

expectation of marriage as the only choice for women, and it seems that the

only way Emma can avoid a romantic entanglement of her own is by occupying

herself with the marriages of others.

Austen's treatment of Emma has her apparently accepting Amanda

Vickery's content¡on that "marriage carried with it the potent¡al for harmonious

licence and for miserable servitude" (86), and Emma, apparently, does not wish

to participate in this venerable inst¡iut¡on. Vickery suggests that the courtship

period leading up to marriage is "the only time in her life a woman [is] the centre

of attention" (82). This theory, then, offers an adequate and suitable explanation

of Emma's att¡tude toward maniage: she is completely confident that she is the
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centre of attention already. Consequently, she has no need of courtship, and is,

at least for the present, quite content to maintain the status quo at Hartfield and

within the confines of her social circle. lf one discounts the fact that the "always

quick and assured" (32) Emma Woodhouse seems to be ignorant of the extent

to which her father controls her life, she could be perceived as one of the few

female characters in Jane Austen's novels who seems to be making an attempt

to live her life independent of the "will of a male adult" (Anderson 2). Bui ihis

fact cannot, nor should it, be discounted.

The only ways in which she seems able to escape from her fatheds

control, is to use her intelligence in ways that might be construed as coqueiry,

or even as a threat by the more insecure males of her acquaintance. This is

never more evident than when she makes her opinion on love and marriage

known- Because of her overly heightened sense of self-importance, her lack of

prudence, and her questionable self-knowledge, this possibility does not enter

Emma's head. Therefore, she is not deterred from expounding on the subject at

length. To Emma, marriage is not an "opportunity for fulfillment" (Paris 78); as a

wife, she would be forced "to give up her domestic powed' (Paris 78). For

Emma Woodhouse this arouses a fear, and the very real possibility of being

relegated to a position that commands less respect should she engage in a

serious, romantic relat¡onsh¡p. ln her mind, marriage would place her in a

situation wherein she would have to relinquish the power she now holds as the

indisputable mistress of her father's house- When she verbalizes her opinion
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on the subject to Mr. Knightley, she passionately (and considering the role

expeciat¡ons for women at that time, quite bravely) declares:

I have never been in love; it is not my way, or my nature;

and I do not think I ever shall. And, without love, I am sure

I should be a fool to change such a situat¡on as mine.

Fortune I do noi want; employment I do not want;

consequence I do not want: I believe few women are half

as much mistress of their husband's house, as I am of

Hartfield; and never, never could I expect to be so truly

beloved and important; so always first and always right in

any man's eyes as I am in my fathels. (77)

lf for the moment, one disregards (but does not totally dismiss) Emma's

comments regarding her relationship with her father, her views on the mar¡tal

state are rather astute.

She is not prepared to "resign herself to the traditional roles, [and]

responsibilities" (Vickery 83) of marriage, she is acutely aware "of the

constraints of marriage', and her views are echoed by Davidoff and Hall who

argue that "Marriage is both symbol and institution of women's containment"

(451). Over time, her avowal has provided much fodder for feminists critics

and, given the period in which Emmais set, Austen might have been accused

of attempting to subvert the ideal of femininity with her characterization of

Emma Woodhouse. However, this theory could quickly be countered by pointing

to Emma's fascination with, and her compulsion for, pushing others into
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marr¡age'somecr¡t¡csm¡ghthavelaudedEmma,sspeechandherviewson

marriage, but Davidoff and Hall suggest it more probable that any woman

voicing such an opinion would have been 'denounced as 'unwomanly"

unsexed"' (451 ).

WhetherAusten,sinientwasdeliberatelytoprovideacritiqueorevena

commentary on the institution of mafriage in particular and on a patriarchal

society in general, it can only be a matter of conjecture and surmise' What

cannot be called into question is the vocabulary Austen chooses; indisputably,

thelanguageEmmausesemanatesfromaparadigmofmasculinity.Emma,s

imperious attitude, her tendency to "measure everyone on a scale of

refinement" (Paris 80), her arrogance and her dominating behaviours also

reflect the ideologies of a class-conscious and a patriarchal society. Emma',s

own experience with her father informs her behaviour with Harriet, and although

conversations between the two women revolve around 'feminine' topics,

Emma's approach to the relationship has an undeniable male influence. Not

long after making Harriet's acquaintance, Emma commodifies the young woman

musing that she is a "valuable addiiion to her privileges" (22)' This type of

language resonates with a masculine philosophy and although Emma had no

legal or moral authority over Harriet, her attitude and behaviour exemplify the

,'nature of fatherly authority and how it was exercised" (Davidoff et al. 137\.

Also, Austen ascribes to Emma a 'male' voice and there are several occasions

in the novel wherein Emma aligns herself with the male point of view - or, at

least, her notion of it. ln one of her many lengthy conversat¡ons wiih Mr'
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Knightley, Emma purports to understand fully what a "man always imagines"

(54), and argues that "Harriet is exactly what every man delights in" (57). The

humour and the satire ¡n Emma's pronouncements are unmistakable, yet

because of it, she is left vulnerable and open to ridicule.

Given the heroine's seemingly boundless authority, a type of authority

more read¡ly associated with the male, Emma's contemporaries appear to

excuse her mistreatment of others and absolve her of any social sins she may

commit. ln her article, "'lmproper and Dangerous Distinctions': Female

Relationships and Erotic Domination in Emma", Susan Korba expands on an

exploration of the masculine aspects with which Emma's charac{er is imbued.

Korba seems to imply that Emma is moving away from a'mothei role and into

the role of suitor to Harriet. She suggests that it is especially "in her dealings

with Harriet where Emma's behavior [src] seems most'male"' (145) for, as

Korba points out, Emma "wins" (145) Harriet away from Robert Mart¡n. Emma

certainly objectifies Harriet by referring to her as "exactly the something which

her home required" (22). Consequently, poor, homeless, familyJess Harriet

becomes the prize ¡n a game with rules known only to Emma.

Her relationship with her own father has provided her with an abysmally

limited 'formal' educat¡on and taught her even less about relat¡ng to others-

Emma's emotional and psychological growth, the moral maturity necessary to

relate to others or to reach outside of herself in any beneficent way, ¡s thwarted

by the way in which her father has raised her. As a father, Mr. Woodhouse has

failed to prepare Emma for a world that exists outside the safe confines of
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Hartfield. Emma consciously strives to accomplish the same goal with Harr¡et.

Mr. Woodhouse's treatment of Emma has ensured that she "remains [...] a

child" (Monaghan 118) thus guaranteeing her loyalty and her dependency. ln

contemporary society, his parenting methods might very well be looked upon as

one of the more insidious forms of child abuse. What is of particular concern is

the realization that, unfortunately, in her dealings with Harriet Smith as well as

with others, Emma repeats this pattern. She retains control; she has learned her

lesson well, but at what cost?

Luckily for Emma, she was born into a genteel family, and is'linked to

the world in a multiplicity of ways" (Vickery 9), but her lack of intimate friends

and her not having the companionship of peers has a negatíve impact on her

ability to enter into well-defined, mutually rewarding, 'adult' relationships.

Emma's solipsistic nature isolates her, and she is bereft of the emotional and

moral guidance necessary to become a contributing member of socieiy.

Although Emma does act a partner to her father, and though she certainly

projects an aura of "upright strength and stoical fortitude" (Vickery 8), she is not

always able to conduct herself with decorum or to exercise prudence in her

responses to situations. She is not always "self-possessed in social encounters,

[or] self-controlled in the face of minor provocat¡ons" (Vickery 8), qualities which,

according to the culture of the time, are the idealized traits of a feminine

woman. Emma's apparent self-confidence, coupled with the fact that she is

given a strong and influential voice, does not necessarily translate into a vision

oî mature independence. All too often her immaturity results in impulsive
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responses or imprudent actions that result in her blithely ignoring the feelings of

others. Whether this stems from her own lack of motherly guidance, from her

innaie arrogance, or from an uncaring nature is irrelevant at this juncture; that it

causes pain in the lives of some of the people with whom she interacts is of

note as it is an unfortunate reflection on her upbringing. There is ambivalence

that is created in Austen's portraying Emma in this way; she allows the heroine

to be seen as independent, but undercuts her female autonomy by denying

Emma many of the usual 'feminine', more demure, behavioural characteristics.

Although the roles Emma assumes in the novel are decidedly 'female' in nature,

her attitudes as well as her speech and actions are what determine how she is

perceived.

ln contrast to Emma, Austen includes another unattached, single woman

in the novel, one who is also caring for a widowed parent, and it is she who is

portrayed as feminine. But she is not perceived as either an independent or as

a sirong woman, but as an object of pity and ridicule. We encounter the mild-

mannered Miss Bates in the initial chapters of Emma and are informed that she

is "neither young, handsome, rich nor married" (17). Apart from their interest in

the local gossip, Emma and Miss Bates have little in common, yet both women

fulfill similar roles in the lives of their ailing, widowed parents. However, it is the

ways in which they interact with members of the¡r commun¡ty ihat balance

precariously at opposite ends of the social grace continuum. Emma, "the

princess paramounf' (Scott 65), holds herself aloof in the manner of royalty but

is negligent in her regal duties. Conversely, Miss Bates makes herself available
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to all and, as she has little else to occupy her, actively participates in the work of

building community spirit. The reader is given no indication as to any maniage

prospects Miss Bates may have previously had in her life, and is, therefore, not

privy to her views on the top¡c. Austen does not include her in any discussion

on the subject, and nor does Emma invite her into any discourse related to the

matter. She is described as a woman whose "youth had passed without

distinction, and her middle of life was devoted to the care of her failing mother,

and the endeavour to make a small income go as far as possible' (18). Whether

she had a choice in the life she led is never revealed, but she certaínly appears

to be satisfied with her lot. The nanator indicates that Miss Bates is "a happy

woman" (18), one who seems content w¡th her single status, her role as

surrogate parent to her mother, and her lack of any real autonomy. ls this, then,

Austen's way of informing the reader that marriage is not the only route to

contentment in life? Or does she use Miss Bates and her mother to highlight

the limitations of a life that must be lead by those who have not found (or who

have lost) their dream man? Does Austen use Miss Bates to show the slide into

social irrelevance that awaits those who are do not marry?

Miss Bates is a sincere woman "whom no one named without good-will

and contented temper...[and] who loved every body, was interested in every

body's happiness, quick-sighted to every body's merits" ('18). lnitially, and when

contrasted so closely with Emma, Miss Bates (like Anne Elliot in Persuasion)

appears to be almost too good to be true, however, she is not without her own

minor, human faults and foibles. She rarely fìnishes a sentence, her speech is
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delivered in a disjointed and fragmented style, she answers the questions

others pose before they finish asking, and she quite often answers her own

questions. She is also a "great talker upon l¡ttle matters [...] full of trivial

communications and harmless gossip" (18), that endears her to Mr.

Woodhouse, and while her personality traits might have rendered her boring by

Emma's standards, they are not injurious to other people- They are amusing to

the reader but, unfortunately, they prove frustrating to Emma and provide her

with ammunition with which to mock this decent woman. Emma treats Miss

Bates with the utmost disdain, describing her as an "old maid [.. . ] so silly - so

satisfied - so smiling - so prosing - so undistinguishing and unfastidious" (77).

Emma's arrogance has run amok in this cleverly constructed episode, and her

scorn for M¡ss Bates shows her endorsement of an assumption that a woman

living without a man in her life has no real role in society.

ln some ways it is Miss Bates and not Emma Woodhouse who exhibits

the greater strength of character. She may well be fulfilling a culturally expected

role by looking after her mother; her financial situation certainly determines her

social position, but, regardless of her present economic and familial

circumstance, or her social status, it is Miss Bates and not Emma Woodhouse

who appears to be secure within herself. lt is Miss Bates who "enjoyed a most

uncommon degree of popularity for a woman neither young, handsome, rich,

nor married" (17), and she appears to be living quite happily without the

obligatory male figure to guide, to direct, or to dominate her. Unlike Emma, Miss

Bates does not seem to feel any desire to inierfere in the lives of other people.
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Certainly she tends to fuss over and feel anxious for her niece, Jane Fairfax, but

her caring is born of genuine concern for the young woman's welfare. The way

Miss Bates lives her life has earned her the respect of the community; the

possible esteem in which Emma may be held is not earned, but founded both

on subordination and by virtue of her birthrighi. Emma is one of the few people

who treats Miss Bates with little respect. However, although Emma derides her,

she does not attempt to coerce or manipulate Miss Bates, not because she is

unable to do so, but because she would have nothing to ga¡n by engaging in the

activity.

Emma's behaviour in the scene at Box Hill speaks.to her inability to

enact properly the parent function she assumes so presumptuously; as well, it

demonstrates not only her immaturity and a lack of humility, but also her own

need of male guidance. Julia Prewitt Brown suggests that "Emma's feelings

toward her social inferiors are governed by an unwillingness to see, to converse

with, or to help them as by an insistence on regulating their lives" (117). lt is this

unfettered urge to control others that prompts Emma to limit the number of

responses Miss Bates is to give during a 'game' the assembled group play while

on the infamous outing to Box Hill (335). Emma's comments to Miss Bates are

insensitive and extremely hurtful. They exceed the bounds of fun, of light-

hearted teasing, and of good taste. Emma's quick wit and sharp tongue are a

weapon she uses at the expense of her "old friend" and although it d¡d not

anger Miss Bates, "a slight blush showed that it could pain hef (335).
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Emma's unabashed thoughtlessness is distressing. She shows little

remorse until Mr. Knighiley, "appoint[ing] himself the traditional fatherly roles of

teacher and mento/' (Anderson 3) to Emma, confronts her about her

m¡streatment of Miss Bates. He refuses to enter into their usual, light-hearted,

verbal banter and directly addresses Emma's "unfeeling" behaviour ioward a

woman of Miss Bates' "character, age, and situation" (339)- lt is the only time

Emma is held accountable for her actions and she experiences a deep sense of

shame for how she has behaved. lt is this incident that proves to be the catalyst

for her to become more aware of her actions and their consequences, and she

is finally able to begin the slow, painful, long-overdue maturation process that

will lead her into adulthood.

As witnessed in the Box Hill episode, Emma's behaviour seems to be

more disruptive when she is not enfolded in the bosom of her family, the only

place in which she feels secure; the only place in which her position remains

unquestioned. Outside of her home she is exposed to a hierarchical system

over which she has limited control regardless of her social status, as her gender

alone proscribes her achieving a more elevated position in society. At Box Hill

she finds herself 'dethroned'; her rank and her extroversion are no longer

enough to maintain her position as centre of everyone else's universe. She

realizes that she is competing with the ideals of marriage and of romance, and

she is not winning. Consequently, she "felt less happy than she had expected"

(333) as she is witness to the "absolutely insufferable" (150) Mrs. Elton, a

woman of "no name, no blood, no alliance" (164), being treated as though she
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has as much social cachet as Emma herself, solely because she is married.

Even Mr. Elton comments to his wife that 'Every body knows what is due to

you" (334).

The awareness that her power is illusory and open to challenge seems to

come as a surprise to Emma, and she valiantly struggles to regain control of the

situation, to "preside' (334) over the entertainment. Somewhat frantically, (and

rather inappropriately) she reverts to the only way she knows of guaranteeing

her place as a leader within this social system. She desperately attempts to

project an image of a woman who is not only in command of everything to do

with this but also of one who is in control of everyone in attendance'

Paradoxically, the effects of her endeavours produce a result that finds her

spinning wildly out of control.

lf it were Jane Austen's intent to offer a social critique, this novel and the

character of Emma Woodhouse would have provided ihe ideal vehicle.

However, Emma's insensitivity, her incorrigible des¡re to d¡ctate and to

dominate, and her immaturity are not the kind of characteristics one would wish

to apply if painting a portrait of a self-assured, independent woman. Has

Austen misled her readers? Or, have the readers misread Emma? She is

certainly not the conventional feminine heroine one expects, but nor is she the

autonomous, self-assured woman one might think her to be. The type of

parenting she employs in her relationship with Harriet Smith is of concern; she

does assume a parental role in Harriet's life, but it is self-serving and exploitive

rather than nurturing. She plays with Haniet, treating her like a toy that can be
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put aside at will. Even Emma's modes of speech can be called into question as

they frequently reflect the "traditionally proprietorial male attitude" (Korba 145).

One then has to wonder if it is these masculine underpinn¡ngs that are the

reason that Emma is perceived, and often accepted, as a strong, independent,

woman. lt ¡s unfortunate if this is the case, for Austen has then presented the

kind of woman that Julia Prewitt Brown describes in "The Feminist Depreclation

of Ausien: A Polemical Reading", as being in a 'position of powe/' but who,

from a feminist viewpoint, is "behaving as badly as men" and is, therefore,

considered nothing more than an "embarrassment" (304).

Such a severe indictment has the capacity to dampen one's enthusiasm

for the an¡mated protagonist of Emma. but there is much to commend her.

Emma Woodhouse is not particularly well read, but she is possessed of a fine

wit and wonderful verbal skills (though not always used wisely or for the good!).

She does have some freedoms afforded by her status, but she is also bound by

the mores of the social class to which she belongs. Given the era in which the

novel is located, she is as liberal minded as she can be, but she is limited by

her gender. She does conform to convention by being the parenlcompanion to

her wídowed father, a role that was expected of an unmarried daughter.

However, this somewhat onerous duty is eventually taken over by George

lftightley when he agrees to move into Hartfield following his and Emma's

wedding, thus "assuring' Mr. Woodhouse's "happiness" (424). This oppressive

old man quietly manipulates to the very end! Any power reverts (if it ever really

left) into the male hands. Order and the status quo are restored.
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ln the continual rather than fìnal analysis, it is the motherless Emma who

needs to be 'parented', but Austen provides a father figure (Mr' Knightley)

rather than another surogate mother to accomplish the task. Her redemption

comes when she realizes how deeply her behaviour has wounded the people

around her; she is especially ashamed of her "wilful intimacy with Harriet smith"

(420). She gains personal insight, but, thanKully, she does not lose her sense

of humour. Even in a penitent mode, she manages to use her wonderfully

sharp wit as she comments wickedly to her betrothed, "What an amiable

creature l was! ,, (420)' And, most importantly, while she can still find humour

and enjoyment in the world in which she lives, she alsÓ comes to the realization

that she has a responsibility to become a contributing member of ihat society.

she still believes in herself; but more consciously surrenders to societal

patriarchal ideologies as well as to the significant male figures in her life - her

father and George Knightley. Emma',s agreeing to marry the latter makes one

wonder what happened to her principles. Were her protestations just empty

words spoken for effect? Were they ever built on a solid foundation? Or, did

she panic at the possibility of becoming a social outcast like Miss Bates, of

becoming a woman vulnerable to the patronage of, rather than the patron to,

others? Perhaps the answer is: 'none of the above'. Perhaps, in agreeing to

marry a man willing to move into her fathe/s house, Emma has not'crumbled'

underthe pressure of convention, but realizes that she can retain not only her

social position in l-lighbury but also her role as Mistress of Hartfield. clever
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Emma Woodhouse. She really has the best of all worlds, and while her will may

have bent a little, her spirit is far from broken. Clever Jane Austen.
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ChaPter 3

"Service With a Smile"

Of all Jane Austen's novels it is Persuasion that most frequently

,,constitutes a problem for critics" (clausen 89) because it 'does not fit into the

pattern of its autho/s career as a whole" (Clausen 89) The narrative,

christopher clausen explains, places "emphasis on individual choice and its

more mature characters" (89) thus separat¡ng the novel from Austen's earlier

works and locating it in a category of its own. Persuasion does indeed provide

a narrative that is not constrained by the parameters ofthe expected, the

traditional, or the often sentimenial, marriage plot. In her book Jane Ausfen's

Novels, Julia Prewitt Brown, agreeing with clausen, suggests that it is indeed

the ,,narrative mode, social view, and character perception" that Austen employs

¡n Persuasfon that "marks a radical change from all that has gone before" (128).

ln the novel, Austen poses an explicit challenge to the male voice by

presenting the reader with a delightfully eclectic mix of single women of varying

ages. Each of these women hails from different, culturally determined, social

classes and, initially, none is actively seeking a marriage partner, therefore,

each might be vìewed as be¡ng reasonably Independent. with the inclusion of

these women, Austen shows the importance of female roles within the family as

well as in the community, and it also affords her the opportunity to expose the

limitations society imposes on single women who attempt to exercise some

measure of autonomy in their lives. The generous number of seemingly strong,

single women included in Persuasion who are not romantically involved with a
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male counterpart, is quite fascinaiing Although some of ihese unmarr¡ed

women do have established roles within the framework of their society' the

heroine, Anne Elliot, has no culturally sanctioned role in herfamily' She is the

younger of the two aduli, unmarried Elliot daughters who are introduced at the

beginning of the novel's first chapter. However' unlike either of her other sisters'

Elizabeth (eldest of the three) and Mary (who is married)' Anne is forced into a

position which necessitates her fashioning an acceptable place for herself in

society and within her own family' lnterestingly' and though it was certainly not

by choice, her being apart from, rather than a part of her family' seems to work

in Anne's favour. lt allows her unquestioned freedom of movement and the

opportunity to accomplish, deliberately but unobtrusively' the task of creating a

role for herself, one that she defines'

According to Marilyn Butler (1981)' Anne Elliot is' "on the face of it ["'] an

experientialheroinecastinwhatisforJaneAustenafreshmold',(145).Though

she gives considerable assistance to members of herfamily' she is "someone

who doesn't matter'' (Walzer 701). The roles she plays within the family and

within her social circle allow for her to be seen as "the embodiment of the

femaleethicofservicetoothers"(walzerTOO)'Anneisaquiet'self-effacing

woman who ¡s repeatedly ignored or overlooked by her father and her sisters'

"virtuallyanonentity"(Walzer700)fromtheElliots'perspective'Astheheroine

ofthenovel,Annedoesnotassumethepositionofauthoriiyinthefamilyhome;

it is not Anne who becomes her fathe/s help-meet As the second daughter'

andbecauseshetooisunmarried,Annehasnoclearpositionw¡th¡nherfamily'
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but because of her class and her status, she has some freedom to pick and

choose the duties she undertakes. Twenty-seven year old' Anne is the Elliot

daughter who is described as being most l¡ke their dead mother (12) in

character and personality and, like her mother, she possesses a strengih that

goes unrecognized by family and friends. Additionally, although she has

effectively been "estranged" (Brown 138) from her family, she exhibits a loyalty

and a caring attitude toward all her family members. ln this respect, Anne could

be viewed as more like Emma Woodhouse than her sister, Elizabeth.

The ages of the two adult, unmarried Elliot daughters who are introduced

to the reader in the novel's f¡rst chapter, are significant. For the time period,

their being in their late twenties would indicate the danger of relegation to

eternal spinsterhood. The earlier aspirations of Elizabeth, Anne's twenty-n¡ne

year old sister, to marry the "he¡r presumptive" (14) to the Kellynch estate was

thwarted by William Walter Elliot's foolishly "uniting himself to a rich woman of

inferior birth" (14). As the oldest daughter, it is Elizabeth who, following the

death of Lady Elliot thirteen years earlier, undertook the attendant

responsibilities associated with being the "mistress of Kellynch Hall" (12) and

although she had no real choice in the position she was expected to assume, it

would seem that she embodies the cultural ideal (if such an ideal exists) of the

unmarried woman.

Unlike her sisters, Elizabeth is not considered of "inferior value" (1 1) by

Sir Walter Elliot- She is the only Elliot daughter who is noi a disappointment to

their father, and the only daughter for whom Sir Walter "would really have given
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up anything" (1 1). Elizabeth is the daughter that Sir Walter considers to be not

only "very handsome" but also "very like himself' (11). These similarities

provide the foundation that enables the pair to go on "together very happily''

(1 1). As the elder of the two remaining, unmarried daughters, Ellzabeth

becomes the person who succeeds "to all that was possible, of her mothe/s

rights and consequence" (1'l). During the period in which Persuasion is set, and

as the eldest unmarried daughter, Elizabeth's assuming the role of her fathe/s

companion and acting as head of the household was a natural progression, for

"such a position had attractions since a young girl gained responsibility, respect

and affection without a break from familiar surroundings" (Davidoff and Hall

347).

Davidoff and Hall further assert, "motherless girls were even urged to

fulfil these [household] duties in order to prevent the ill-considered remarriage of

their widowed falhet'' (347), but this is one fact that does not seem to have been

given any attent¡on by Elizabeth Elliot. ln Austen's presenting her as a self-

absorbed female, any fears Elizabeth may have of her fathe/s remarrying, or

any concerns at all for her father's needs are, apparently, given little if any

consideration. ln addition, following her own romantic disappointment (if one

could apply the word 'romantic'to the potential partnership of Elizabeth and

William Ellioil), Elizabeth finds herself unable to find a "baronet from A to Z

whom her feelings could have acknowledged as an equal" ('14). Her half-

hearted effort to find another person she would deem 'suitable' marriage

material is restricted by lineage; she is searching for a 'title' rather than a
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person. Having temporarily abandoned her search, she fulfills her filial duty by

giving "service and support' to her father (Davidoff and Hall 345). Even though

her commitment to, and her enthusiasm for, these duties is decidedly cursory,

no less was expected of her.

lnitially, Elizabeth appears to enjoy her position at Kellynych Hall, but

though she had for "thirteen years been doing the honours, and lay¡ng down the

domestic law at home, and leading the way to the chaise and four'' (13), neither

she nor her father is able to run the household efficiently. When one considers

her age at the time of her'ascent', her inability to cope with, and her lack of any

true knowledge regarding the skills necessary to run a household the size of

Kellynych Hall is far from surpris¡ng. Sir Walteis admirat¡on for his daughter's

physical attributes, blinds him to the fact that, unlike her mother, Elizabeth is

incapable of the type of financial "moderation and econom/ (15) which had

"kept [Sir Walter] within his income" (15)- The man is blissfully ignorant of the

myriad of ways in which Lady Elliot "had humoured, or softened, or concealed

his failings, and promoted his real respectabil¡ty for seventeen years" (10). He is

also unaware of, and uninterested in, the enormous responsibility Elizabeth

shouldered when she assumed the daily running of a household the size of

Kellynch Hall. Elizabeth demonstrates the complexity of the role unmanied

daughters were expected to fulfill as well as the contempt in which these roles

were held. Elizabeth's situation was not unique, and it therefore provides an

opportunity for Ausien to make commentary on socieiy's undervaluing of the

importance of domestic duties, and ¡ts underestimating the burden such duties
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¡mpose on women. Sir Waltels narcissism' his "vanity of person and of

situation,'(10)areforemostforthisegoist,andareperhapstheonlyconcemsof

the tiiled widower. His dereliction of parental guidance is not only testimony to

his self-absorpt¡on but also to the dismissive attitude toward women's roles that

prevailed during the era in which Persuasion is set. unfortunately, the Elliot

daughters have only their "imbecile fathe/ (Nardin 80) in their lives, and it is sir

walte/s indulgence of Elizabeth, in conjunction with the example he sets his

oldest daughter, that allows for her own self-centredness to thrive unchecked.

Although the consequence of sir walter's indulgence is different, this aspect of

theElliotfather/daughterrelationshipisreminiscentofEmmaWoodhouseand

herfather.Sadly,havingnomothertotemperthemaleparent'sbehaviour

seems to ¡mpact both Elizabeth's and Emma's senses of self-importance, and

adversely affect the ways in which they conduct themselves'

LikeEmmaWoodhouse,ElizabethassumedherroleatKellynchHall

without argument, but unlike Emma, she did not ¡nvolve herself with community

activitiesinawaythatbefitsthemistressofthehouse-Asherfatheis

companion, and perhaps because of her personality, it appears that the scope

of her life became narrow and stilted. she had very little mental or physical

stimulation in her "long, uneventful residence in one country circle" where there

is,,nothingness [in] her scene of life" (15). However, although Austen describes

Elizabeth,s existence as one that might be considered particularly dull and

boring, Elizabeth does little to change her way of life. The env¡ronment in which

she lives appears to suit her admirably as ii nurtures her solipsistic nature and,
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unlike Anne who is "open to both the stining of affections and moral claims

others make on hei', Elizabeth's will "is totally under the control of selfishness"

(Walzer 707).

Her failings as an elder sister and as a female role model for Anne are a

reflection of the inadequacies we see in her role as a daughter. But, it must be

noted, Elizabeth had very little choice but to abandon the chilcUdaughter role

and assume the culturally expected position of female counterpart to her

widowed father, an adult role and one for which she was exceptionally ill-

prepared. Though she stood as an equal beside her father, she did not adopt a

maternal attitude toward, nor did she, as one might have expected, act as a

'mentor to [her] younger sisters" (Davidoff and Hall 349). She imitates and

identifies more readily with her pitiable father, and she chooses not to take her

mother's place in her sísters' lives. SirWalteds and Elizabeth's personalities are

disturblngly similar in many ways, and neither one cares enough for the plight of

the other nor about the lives of others, even those of close family members.

Though it is of no concern to her, Elizabeth's relationship with her sisters

is strained at best. She deliberately seems to distance herself from them and

appears to welcome the deferential treatment accorded the m¡stress of a

household rather than to be seen as the matriarch of a family. The latter, being

a position that commands little respect and is seldom acclaimed, holds no

interest for Elizabeth. ln portraying her in this fashion, Austen illustrates the fact

that opportunities for women are limited, and, perhaps of greater significance,

their acceptance in and by society is invariably contingent upon the d¡ctates of a
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patr¡archalsystemofapproval.Whethersheactedconsciouslyornot'inorder

to ensure her own acceptance and to maintain her siatus, Elizabeth succumbs

to the pressure implicit in this system by ac{ively ignoring her siblings and

aligning herself with the unwritten male edicts of the time'

Thethreesistersareseparatedfromeachotheremotionallyaswellas

geographically, and Elizabeth's contact with her married sister, Mary' who

"acquired a little artificial importance, by becoming Mrs' Charles Musgrove" (11)

is minimal. Davidoff and Hall suggest that "opportunities for mothering the

childrenof[...]relativeswerelegionandchildlesswomenwouldbeexpectedto

be available for childcare" (338), but Elizabeth's relationship with Mary's two

children is non-ex¡stent. Her relationship with Anne fares no better, and she

consistently excludes Anne from family matters. Neither Anne nor Elizabeth

appears to have friends or acqua¡ntances of her own age' so both are

differentlybutequallyisolatedintheirownworlds'Apartfromthedisappointing

outcome of her romance with Frederick wentworth, details of Anne's life as a

member of the Elliot family prior to her being invited to participate ¡n the

discussion about her father's distressing economic situation are virtually non-

existent.

Anne'sinclusioninthe"schemeofreirenchment"(17)isaconsidered

strategy initiated by the family friend, Lady Russell, and is not the result of an

invitation issued by sir walter or Elizabeth. Anne is "consulted" (17) only

because she is the most mature of all the sisters in her responses to situations

that require reason and logic as well as sensitivity. Needless to say, Anne's
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recommendat¡ons are dism¡ssed, the "vigorous measures" (17) and the "rigid

restrictions' (18) she suggests were 'not to be borne' (18) even though they

were far more practicâl than the pathetic suggest¡ons put forth by Elizabeih.

Anne enters into the discussion in good faith, but as Kellynch Hall had not been

her home for some time, her ideas to vacate the estate could be prompted by,

or might be interpreted as a lack of attachment to the property rather than a

possible, realistic solution to the problem. The move Anne proposes would be

the morally correct course of action as it is, she feels, the Elliots' "indispensable

duty to clear away the claims of creditors" (18) as quickly as possible' lnitially

and not surpr¡singly, no one, including her champion, Lady Russell, counts her

opinions - the suggestions of a mere woman - worthy of consideration' even

though a move eventually occurs. Anne does not judge her father or her sister

for the situation in which they now find themselves for it allows her to move

quietly, but with determined deliberation, back into the Elliot 'fold'.

Anne's maturity and her caring attitude are evident in her interactions

with family members and with others with whom she comes into contact

throughout the novel. lt could be said that, her age and her physical

appearance notwithstanding, Anne Elliot is the ultimate fairytale heroine. She

seems to be'all things to all people'; she does not hesitate'to console when

Mary needs cheering, to serve as a nurse when a child needs care, and willingly

plays the piano when others wish to dance and flirt" (Walzer 700)' ln spite of her

fatheis attitude toward her, Anne is willing to assist his finding acceptable ways

in which to extr¡cate himself from his fiscal dilemma without h¡s having to lose
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face in the community; she is forgiving of Lady Russell whose advice caused

her present ,alone' predicament, and she performs charitable dutìes without

apparent heed for recognition or reward. Anne is, moreover, quite pragmatic,

capable of engaging in intellectual discussions, and is "superior in mind and

character lo all about her- (Brown 144). Although she might be thought of as

quiet, and she certainly spends a great deal of her time observing and listening,

she ¡s not afraid to voice her considered opinions. she is able to take control

when the situation demands it of her, she is aware of the world outside of her

own relatively limited existence and, unlike her father and Lady Russell, she is

not impressed by,'the extefnals such as manners, sociál pos¡tion, and personal

appearance" (Monaghan 146).

Of all the women in the novel, it is Anne Elliot who exhibits the most

natural, maternal instincts, responding without hesitation when repeatedly

called upon to be an unpaid nursemaid to her nephews, Acting as a subst¡tute

mother, she willingly seizes the opportunity to assume the role Elizabeth Elliot

should have played in the life of their sister, Mary. As Anne and Elizabeth are

single, both women would have been expected to participate in their nephews'

lives, for as Davidoff and Hall inform, 'aunts provided an important resource

even when the parents were alive and capable" (353)' For Elizabeth, these

more mundane, practical, feminine roles did not hold the same glamorous

appeal as being seen as mistress of Kellynch Hall, but they are "ordained"

(walzer 700) duties that she should have undertaken as the first-born daughter

and as an unmanied sister. Therefore, Elizabeth's consp¡cuous absence from
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her nephews' Iives could be seen as a failure on her part (but maybe an

excusable one given that she has responsibilities to her father?), and Anne's

stepping in when called upon, would appear to be no more than her fulfilling a

cultural expectation of that time period.

Mary's mothering skills and parenting capab¡lit¡es appear to be almost

non-existent and, unfortunately, she is presented to the reader as a woman who

believes her 'job' as a mother ended when the children were bom. Perhaps I

am proffering an inordinately harsh assessment; after all, Mary's motheds death

Ieft her without a strong, maternal role model, and her fatheis indifference left a

parental void in her life. Lady Russell does not seem to have been on hand to

guide Mary and there is no indication that she would have been involved in the

daily life of Mary's or anyone else's young ch¡ldren- Consequently, having Anne

act as a substitute mother to Mary's children suits both sisters and highlights the

fact that even as Mary abdicates her responsibilities, another woman must step

into the breach and do the work.

Mary's indulgence of her children mirrors the parenting of Sir Walter with

Elizabeth. The resultant behaviour of this over-indulgence results in her children

being looked upon in an unfavourable light by their Musgrove grandparents

(interestingly, Sir Walter is never mentioned as a grandfather) as well as by

others who make their acquaintance. Christopher Claussen suggests that the

representation of Anne's nephews "as insufferable pests" (4), in conjunction

with Austen's "displaying the most appealing long-married couple in all her

novels, the Crofts as blissfully childless" (4), is Austen's way of striking "a telling
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blow against family values" (4) while simultaneously reintorcing those very

values in her presentation of Anne's virtues. ln using Anne as the parent

substitute to the Musgrove boys, Austen seems to have pushed the

expectat¡ons of the single aunt to extreme lengths in Persuasion, for it is Anne

who takes complete charge when her nephew falls, Anne who becomes the

'parent' and who:

had everything to do at once - the apothecary to send for

- the father to have pursued and informed - the [child's]

mother to support and keep from hysterics - the servants

to control - the youngest child to banish, and the poor

suffering one to attend and soothe; - besides sending, as

soon as she recollected it, proper notice to the other

house, which brought her an accession rather of

frightened, enquiring companions, than of very useful

assistants. (54)

The more Anne involves herself with her family, the more demanding and

complex her roles become, and, eventually, she is indispensable. She has a

place, she finds acceptance. As a single woman, her duties are multiple, varied'

but they are, in spite of the treatment she receives from her father and her two

sisters, accomplished competently and w¡thout complaint. Through Anne,

Austen is better able to emphasize the importance ol as well as the attendant

responsibilit¡es associated with these social duties. Anne is very clearly needed,

and although she may appear superfTuous, her unappreciative friends and
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family tacitly acknowledge her feminine skills by immediately turning to Anne

when they are in crisis' This assessment of Anne and her feminine skills (or is it

w/es?) is picked up in Jane Austen: real and imagined worlds;author Oliver

MacDonagh contends "Anne acquiesces in such a subordinaiion as a

necessary and comparatively trivial prìce to pay for general harmony and

support' (135)' Critic Julia Prewitt Brown agrees with MacDonagh and states

"Anne's [...] desire to be needed ["'] make[s] her grateful when people are hurt

or unwell and she can care for them" (136) further supporting the notion that

Anne's own needs are fulfilled only by her fulfilling the needs of others The

measured calculation behind Anne's actions might be overlooked at a first

reading, but it is most definitely there' Anne is not' therefore' the paragon of

selfless virtue one might initially thìnk her to be'

she has the freedom to wark away from most of the situations involving

family, but she chooses not to do so. sadry, if being cated upon in times of

need or crisis is the only way Anne can feel less aliênated from her family and

friends, it is a disturbing indictment of her acquaintances, the societal

expectations of women in general' and of the esteem (or lack thereof) in which

she holds herself' Alternatively' if Anne has a genuine' altruistic desire to be of

service to others in spite of the treatment she has received' she is imbued wiih

a fortitude and a strength that exceeds the norm and must certainly be elevated

to the realm of sainthood! Austen's portrayal of Anne would then be an irony' a

well developed critique of the extent to which some single women think they

must go in order to feel valued and to find acceptance'

'!L--
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Anne's behaviour is all the more worthy of note because she has not

beenwithoutfemalerolemodelsinherlife.Apartfromhereldersister,srather

dismal attempts, she has had two other women who showed her kindness and

offered guidance when she was younger' Both of these women are now

widows, but neither provides a particularly satisfactory model exemplar of the

single woman. One of these women is Lady Russell who acts as Anne's

surrogate mother, having been entrusted by Lady Elliot with the "maintenance

of the good principles and instruction which she had anxiously been giving her

daughters"(1't).LadyRussell"iswellmeaningbut["']superfìcialinjudgement"

(Butler109)anditisLadyRussell,sownneedto..valuerankandclass',(Gilbert

and Gubar 181 ) that prompted her to discourage Anne from marrying captain

Wentworth eight years earlier' l-lowever misguided her actions may have been'

Lady Russell's advice to Anne, the sole recipient of Lady Russell's dubious

advocacy, was well-intentioned and her exhortations were not the products of a

malevolent nature that Gilbert and Gubar would have their readers believe'

Lady Russell is the product of her upbringing and of the social class to which

shebelongs,anditisthesefactorsthatinformherbehaviourandherresponses

to particular situations.

lnarguably, Lady Russell's fondness for Anne supersedes the love she

has for the other Elliot children because Anne's characier and personality most

resembles that of her friend, the late Lady Elliot; ii is "only in Anne that [Lady

Russell]couldfancythemothertoreviveagain''(12).|-adyRussellisportrayed

by Austen as being a "sensible, deserving" woman who is "of steady age and
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charactef, is extremely well provided foi' (1 1). She possesses all the qualities

one would look for in a surrogate mother to young women of the Elliots' status,

but her need for members of the aristocracy to retain an 'image' overshadows

sensible thought. she knows the unspoken rules that govem her society and

she abides by them. She would be jeopardizing her own position should she

deviate from the parameters that are set, and this is something she is not

prepared to do. Her view of the world and any advice she dispenses is

influenced by her desire to maintain a superior persona at all costs, and Anne

suffers as a consequence. Lady Russell's attitude reflects not only the class to

which she belongs but also the constraints ¡mposed on her by virtue of her

gender.

As the novel progresses, and as Anne matures, she sets about re-

establishing contact with the other woman who was nurturing to her and who

had been of support in her formative years: her former schoolmate, the now

"poor, infirm, helpless widov/' (145), Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Smith is yet another

example of a woman without a male partner, but she is one whose impecunious

circumstances are the result of her husband's extravagance and his having "left

his affairs dreadfully involved" (144). Mrs. Smith's economic circumstances are

not unusual, for as Elizabeth Bergen Brophy indicates in her book, Women's

Lives and the 1*-Century English Novel, "the financ¡al problems of widows ["']

usually stemmed from the males who conirolled the money'' (226)' but the

parallel between her situation and, potentially, that of Sir Walte/s is

unmistakable. There but for the grace of class and gender goes he? hñrs'
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Smith's financial situation has a direct impact both on her current living

conditions and on how she is viewed by society' but this does not seem to

matter to Anne when their acquaintance is renewed'

Mrs. Smith once more dispenses what seems like 'motherly' advice

tempered with "good sense and agreeable manners' (145)' However' her

encouraging Anne's betrothal to Mr. Elliot knowing he had destroyed her dead

husband is rather problematic' lt is not exactly the act of a concerned mother'

but is definitely the act of a woman who has been culturally indoctrinated and

victimized. During their conversations Anne makes clear her thoughts about Mr'

Elliot; she has determined that he is an'artificial' worldly man" (196) who is

"nothing to [her]" (185)' and so she is far from surprised when Mrs' Smith finally

reveals the damaging information she possesses about him Her character is

redeemed by the disclosure' but in that redemption her duplicity is exposed'

Arthough Mrs_ smith had,,shewn [Anne] kindness" (144) and "ressened [Anne's]

miserl' (144) following Lady Elliot's death' her present circumstances have

forced a change in her approach to life lt would seem that Austen uses Mrs'

Smith's deception as an indication of how' in this society' some single women

have to struggle not only physically for their economic survival' but also with

moral issues' to ensure their place within that society' Mrs' Smith's actions offer

an example of how women are willing to betray other women' even those for

whom they have affection' in the process of attaining their goals'

And what of Elizabeth? The move from Kellynch Hall does little to

improve Elizabeth's personality or her lot in life' Having been liberated from the

l
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responsibilities of runn¡ng a large household she has more free time' but this is

not spent engaging in charitable works or developing her relationships with her

sisters and nephews, but with her newfound 'friend" Mrs' Clay' The latter is

youngest of the three widows in the novel' and is the only one actively seeking

a marriage partner as a replacement for her dead husband' and it is Sir Walter

who has caught her eye' Curiously' although the narrator mentions Mrs Clay's

two children, they disappear from the narrative almost immediately after being

introduced. one has to wonder if they are as much as encumbrance to Austen's

plot potential as they obviously are to their mother' and if so' why would Austen

take the trouble to ment¡on them at all? One has to assume that thèse two

unfortunates are being cared for by Mrs'Clay's family because they are wholly

ignored by their mother in a way that mimics Anne's being ignored by her father

and bY her elder sister'

LikeMrs'Norris,theyoungMrs'Clayisadeptatmanipulatingpeople

and situations' Her sophistry deceives Elizabeth who' having had very little

experience in the realm of social intercourse and interpersonal relationships' is

rather gullible' She forms an unusually strong attachment to Mrs' Clay' which

highlights Elizabeth's need for companionship with people willing to feed her

ego. Their friendship blossoms only because Elizabeth' like her father' is

extraordinarily vulnerable to compriments regardless of the motive or the

sincerity behind them' Like her father' her vanity encourages flattery' but it also

clouds her judgement and does not allow for a realization that she is being used

and exploited' ln a more positive' generous way' Lady Elliot had been able to

:.s.-
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easilydeceiveherhusbandbyhumouringhim(10)forseventeenyears,so

Elizabeth,s being fooled by Mrs. Clay is in keeping with family tradition!

Mrs-Clayisthedaughterofalawyer,andisdeemedinferioraccordingto

the set of soc¡al standards the Elliots and Lady Russell espouse. consequently,

she will never fully be accepted by Lady Russell, who hints at the unsuitability of

the relationship between Elizabeth and her friend (21), or by sir walter who

treats the woman "cooll/ (23). sir walte/s reaction to Mrs. Clay may not have

been predicated solely upon her social inferiority but more on her physical

appearance: her "freckles, and a projecting tooth' and a clumsy wrisf' (37)

These anatomical deficiencies would have no appeal to a person so influenced

Þy physical perfection. Her plainness and their age difference notwithstand¡ng,

Mrs. Clay appears oblivious to the fact that her social position precludes her as

a possible second wife to sir walter. The machinations that culminate in her

affair with Mr. Elliot expose the woman's true, devious nature- Austen's

treatment of Mrs. Clay serves to support the attitudes that sir walter and Lady

Russell have toward her (and all those in her class) and, subsequently, feeds

into the literary as well as societal norms that dictate acceptance. lnterestingly,

in Mansfietd Park as well as in this novel, Austen portrays widows, widows of a

certain class, those with no independent economic means of support, as

unscrupulous, disaffected charlatans. Again, lt appears Austen has taken

women's behaviours to the extreme in order to expose the lengths to which

such disenfranchised, single females felt they had to go in order to secure a

future.
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Throughout the novel, Elizabeth seerns destined to be friendless and

though she lives with her father, her existence is that of a person truly alone. At

the beginning of Persuasion Elizabeth Elliot is a character of some importance

in her fictive world, and though her role as companion to her father suryives to

the novel's conclusion, her presence in the narrative diminishes. By the time the

reader reaches the closing chapters, Elizabeth is virtually invisible; she

effectively fades from the plot in direct correlation to her rapidly diminishing

marital prospects. As "no one of proper condition ha[d] since presented

himself " (235), since the departure of Mr. Elliot, Elizabeth's fate to live as her

father's life-long companion is virtually sealed. However, though the situation in

which they eventually find themselves is far from enviable, neither character

evokes a great deal of sympathy. Their home and their lifestyle are inexorably

altered, but neither Sir Walter nor Elizabeih has learned a great deal. Both

remain inconsiderate of others and uncaring of anything but how they are

perceived in their social circle. ln penning such a conclusion, Austen shows the

failure of a woman who thinks family duties are less important than social

display. ln addition, she also sho\,vs El¡zabeth to be a weak \Moman who is

shallow and who has few, if any, manifest, redeeming qualities. ln character as

well as personality she is the antithesis of her sister, Anne.

Contemporary feminists and some literary critics might ignore the cultural

and societal expectations of the period and argue that Anne was exploited and

marginalized by her own family. These critics and theorists may well have a

valid argument- But, Anne's gentleness of manner and k¡nd personality not-
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withstanding, she seldom, if ever, openly objects to what was being asked of

her; she never voices any hurt or disappointment she may have felt. lt appears,

therefore, that the only way for Anne to be considered a member of the Elliot

family was to accept the mistreatment she rece¡ved, and to enjoy her time w¡th

her nephews in whatever capacity was open to her. However, while not

minimising the negative treatment her family meted out, it must also be noted

that Anne's behaviour was compliant with that which was culturally prescribed,

and at that time \rvas not seen as being particularly extraordinary.

ln a cynical world it is sometimes difficult to accept Anne's character in a

realistic light- Austen's portrayal of Persuasion's heroine, in contrast with all the

other female characters in the novel, could very easily be construed as a little

too perfect and almost too good to be true. But, maybe she is as she is

portrayed - a genuinely nice woman who, unlike the majority of characters in

the novel, is an incredibly well adjusted, well-meaning person who is more than

willing to embrace humanity with all its faults. UnOeniably, her actions do seem

to indicate that this is the case, but one has to wonder whether Austen is

presenting Anne as s¡nplya model of femininity, or if she is showing her

audience that there must also be an innate strength to a woman who

êccompl¡shes all the tasks ass¡gned the unmarried female. Being perceived as

feminine, a woman does not necessarily have to be seen as, or portrayed as, a

weak person. Arthur Walzer supports this assertion and, spec¡f¡cally refert'¡ng to

Persuasion, he contends that Anne ¡s not the "epitome of womanly weakness"
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(701), but a woman whose "sirength evolves from [her] stereotypically feminine

qualities" (700).

As the novel progresses, Anne's role as a literary character of import to

the plot gathers momentum and as the narrative advances her presence is felt

more keenly. Throughout Persuasion Anne gradually but persistently gains self-

confidence by taking control of her own destiny. she has matured in ways that

seem to elude Elizabeth, because, unlike her s¡ster, she has been forced by her

separate-ness, by her circumstances, and by cultural conventions to become a

strong, self-reliant woman. She has moved from being an 'unformed girl' to an

'elegant little woman [...] with manners as consciously right as they were

invariably gentle" (145). She takes the initiative to make her own decisions, to

reach out to people in the community: she rekindles old acquaintances, and she

¡s not affected by how she m¡ght be perceived by others who think their

opinions count. she is astute in her appraisal of others, and she has learned to

trust her instincts. She can reflect on the past and "impartially ['..] judge of the

right and wrong" (232), humbly acknowledging her part in being dissuaded from

marrying Frederick wentworth. she recognizes and she uses the practical skills

she inherited from her mother as she diligenily works to ensure her acceptance

¡n society. she makes herself indispensable to those within the family structure,

and she manages this with firm resolve but without the malevolence witnessed

in ihe efforts Mrs. Norris put forth to achieve a similar goal.

Anne and FredericKs marriage at the end of the novel could be mis-

construed as Jane Austen's conforming to the sentirnental literary ending that
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was expected of a novel written by a woman. But this interpretation is easily

disputed. The fact is, Austen has provided an adequate and an acceptable

ending as both Frederick Wentworth and Anne Elliot enter into the pact with

each of them having a relatively equal part to play in their relationship. They are

no longer star-struck, young lovers; they are now eight years older and neither

is easily swayed by outside forces. They have the "advantage of maturity of

mind, consciousness of right, and one independent fortune between them"

(233), and the blessing of everyone but Elizabeth who is once more

conspicuous only by her absence. Anne comes to the realization that she can

think independently and because she had no one to rely on but herself, she has

come to trust her instincts. Though she has not worked entirely selflessly, she

has helped others and in the course of her work she has used her fernininity to

her advantage. This is one of her strengths. As well, she has all the time

remained within the framework of patriarchy, and she has done so withoui

compromising her integnity but in a way that accommodates her own needs-

Clever Anne Elliot.

Austen's development of Anne's character shows how she has made

sweeping changes to the way she is perceived by working against the more

'flawed' role models of single women as they are portrayed in Persuasrbn. lt is,

therefore, Anne who of all Austen's fictional women, best exemplifies the

potential for change and innate strength of the 'falref sex. The way in which

Austen constructs the conclusion of Persuasion is a departure from the

conventional 'marriage plot' as the story does not 'end' at the end; it looks to the
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future of not only the couple, but also of the nation. Like Austen's portrayal of

Persuasion's heroine, her conclusion poses a direct challenge to the "validity of

generalizations about [Austen's] worK (Wilkes 39). Austen's careful timing

allows for the marriage to take place only after Austen has tendered a "sharp

critique of the deficiencies of the gentry, its interrogation of accepted rules and

centers of authority, its emphasis on the workings of chance, and the absence

of a predictable, stable future for the heroine and hero" (Wilkes 39). Clever Jane

Austen.
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Gonclusion

while not wishing to restrict or even to locate Jane Austen or her works

solely within a paradigm of feminist theory, one must acknowledge that there is

evidenceofafeministphilosophyweavingitswaythroughmostofhernovels.

some of the more interesting and enjoyable female characters that Austen

created appear to be imbued with a surprisingly strong spirit of independence.

All of Austen's characters inhabit a social sphere in a world wherein there ex¡sts

a culturally prescribed "set of social rules designed to restr¡ct female behaviout"

(Armstrong 897). These rules are meant to instruct and to mold women into the

"feminine ideal" (Armstrong 897) of acceptable behaviour as determined by a

male dominated and class conscious society, and it is these conventions that

resonate through Austen's work. Austen, as well as the characters she depicts

in her novels, must have been constrained to some extent bythe societal as

well as by the literary dictates of the time.

Asanineteenth-centurywriter'Austenwouldnothavesharedallthe

same concerns or goals as some feminist groups of the twentieth or the twenty-

first century. However, as feminism cannot, ¡ndeed must not, be confined or

restricted to a unified, singular definition, any attempt to limit Austen's work to a

single system of beliefs would not only be impossible but also minimize the true

significance of her work and constitute a disservice to the contribution she has

made to literature. Robin warhol and Diane Price Herndl contend that "gender

leaves its traces in literary texts and on liierary history" (x) and however faint
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these.traces,,maybe'theyaretheunmistakablethreadsthatAustenweaves

into the fabric of many of her novels-

Although her novels all conclude with a wedding either taking place or

about to take place, .,the ritual of marr¡age,, (Brown 10) in and of itself does not

necessarìly exclude the work from offering some insight into the world of women

thatextendsbeyondmarriage.CarolynHeilbrunwritesthatwomenmust

..publicly declare their fight to powei, (18), and she defines this power as the

right"tohaveone'spartmattei'(18).lnorderto"matte/'onemustfirstbe

noiicedandbeheard;onemusthaveavoice,anditmustbeused.onecannot

help but notice Austen's single, female characters for they do indeed have

voices; and it is Emma woodhouse, Elizabeth Elliot, Anne Elliot and Mrs. Nonis

whose voices are heard most clearly in Austen's works'

ln their respective novels, each of these women seems to enjoy some

measureofindependenceWithinthefamilyandinthelargercommunitywith

whichtheyareassociated.However,toachievethatindependencethese

women most often have to work against the tide of public (for .public, read

,male,) sentiment, and it does not necessarily translate ¡nto the liberty the reader

may expect. Each woman remains economically dependent, and her status and

security is inexorably l¡nked to the man in her life. The position each of Austen's

characters holds in society, as well as the functions each fulfils, grants the

individual woman varying degrees of privilege and power while simultaneously

restricting her freedom both literally and figuraiively. Each has to work within the

confines of established, societal conventions, and, perhaps most importantly
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each has to'work', whether it be act¡ng as a surrogate mother, a companion, a

substitute parent, or an educator. The workload from which one woman absents

herself, is picked up by another: Anne Elliot is the substitute parent for Ma4y's

children, Emma Woodhouse is surrogate mother and matchmaker to Harriet as

well as companion to her father (a labour of love certainly, but confining, time-

consuming and tedious nonetheless), Elizabeth acts as housekeeper and

partner to sir walter, and even the nefarious Mrs. Norris assumes all the tasks

associated with mothering the Bertram children - no mean feat.

Each is also restricted by her gender as well as her marital status, and

apart from Lady Russell, the widows in Persuasion, as well as Mrs' Norris in

Mansfietd Park, seem more disadvantaged than the single women in Austen's

novels who have never been marr¡ed. Jane Austen manages to provide a

critical lens through which she magnifies the ways in which these women

endeavour to find places for themselves in a world where the role of the single

woman goes unheralded and the domestic realm assigned to women goes

unacknowledged. The power women might be perceived as wielding is not only

limited, it also has considerable potential to be destructive' ln attempting to

illustrate a social system that inadvertently encourages hypocrisy, and as a way

of examining the ramifications inherent in such a system, Austen is forced to

exaggerate the more negative aspects of women's interactions with other

women as they jostle to gain acceptance and secure their place in society- She

exposes the darker side of women's struggles, the ways in whlch they are in

competition with each other, and the ways in which they betray each other. Not
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each has io 'worK, whether it be acting as a surrogate mother, a companion, a

substitute parent, or an educator. The workload from which one woman absents

herself, is picked up by another: Anne Elliot is the substitute parent for Mary's

children, Emma Woodhouse is surrogate mother and matchmaker to Harriet as

well as companion to her father (a labour of love certainly, but confining, time-

consuming and tedious nonetheless), Elizabeth acts as housekeeper and

partner to sir walter, and even the nefarious Mrs. Norris assumes all the tasks

associated with mothering the Bertram children - no mean feat'

Each is also restricted by her gender as well as her marital status, and

apart from Lady Russell, the widows in Persuasion, as well as Mrs' Norris in

Mansfietd Park, seem more disadvantaged than the single women in Austen's

novels who have never been married' Jane Austen manages to provide a

critical lens through which she magnifies the ways in which these women

endeavour to find places for themselves in a world where the role of the single

woman goes unheralded and the domestic realm assigned to women goes

unacknowledged. The power women might be perceived as wielding is not only

l¡mited, it also has considerable potential to be destructive. ln attempting to

illustrate a social system that inadvertently encourages hypocrisy, and as a way

of examining the ramifications inherent in such a system, Austen ¡s forced to

exaggerate the more negative aspects of women's interactions with other

women as they jostle to gain acceptance and secure their place in society. she

exposes the darker side of women's struggles, the ways in which they are in

competition with each other, and the ways in which they betray each other' Not
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exactly a shin¡ng example of the cooperative philosophy that feminism

expounds, but a seemingly necessary means of suryival if one does not belong

to the more favoured classes'

The unmanied women in Mansfietd Park' Emma and Persuasion may

not all be likeable, but they are representative of the roles in which women were

expected to participate. Cultural norms, societal pressure and personal

circumstances have forced many of these women to become a surrogate

motherorasubstitutepartnertootherswhomayormaynotbefamily

members. Feminist critic Nina Baym states that mothers 'make children into

human and social beings through a continuous process in which instruction and

nurturance is indistinguishable" (164)' Unfortunately' some of the unmarried

women in Austen's novels were deprived of anyone who was able to provide

this type of on-going guidance and, all too ofien, their negative behaviours give

witness to this loss. The only person who seems able to avoid this recusant

behaviour is Anne Elliot, and it is she who stands alone as a positive model of

the single woman. lt is she who is assertive without being aggressive' and it is

she who exemplifìes the positive ways in which women can explore their

options and take advantage of the possibilities open to them'

The novels on which this thesis has focussed are those in which Jane

Austen has presented unmarried women who have a voice' women who figure

prominently in their respective texts Austen may noi have totally discarded or

disregarded the patriarchal ideology of the times in which she was writing' and

shemaynothavegonefarenoughforsomefemalecritics'eitherthosefrom
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her own time or those in coniemporary soc¡ety, but she did use her writing to

explore the institution of "marriage and women's economic oppression,

althoughstillintheframeworkoffemin¡neconventions,,(Showalter282).

ultimately, Jane Austen did embrace, albeit tentat¡vely at times, some tenets of

feminist ph¡losophy that espouse a woman-focussed raiher than a male-centred

ideology. Anne Elliot's evolution from marginalized, voiceless, nonentity to a

strong-minded, self-confident woman is a fine example of this. However, there

are other ¡nstances when Austen retreats into her narrative and, for whatever

reason, yields to conform¡ty. She does, though, attempt to foreground women

and the complexity of their roles. But, does this guarantee her work a place on

the feminist pod¡um? Has she earned such a place? Does she even want to be

there?

These are questions without definitive answers; questions thai can lead

only to purely subjective conjecture, arouse more discuss¡on and provide

material for the debate to cont¡nue. Critical viewpoints and theor¡es are

disparate and multiple, but ¡t has to be said that, while her novels do appear to

challenge the status quo on some level, they also contain elements of concern

if one is endeavouring to neatly pigeon-hole or categorize them. Regardless of

her motives or her intentions, Jane Austen has successfully attempted to

educate her audience by using literature as a tool of empowerment. Her wr¡ting

"about women and bringl¡ng] women to writing" (Cixous 316) is essential if

women,s voices are to be heard_ Austen may not have challenged the status

quo, but ¡n giv¡ng her unmarried, female characters options, however limiting or
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limited, she has in her fiction, provided boih insight and a critique of the soc¡etal

and the literary conventions that are complicit in supporting the "reductive

representation and interpretation of women's lives" (Straub 215)'
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